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Introduction
Strong interactions continue to be a challenge in theoretical physics. They involve all the phenomena regarding
hadrons and actually the best suggestion for a model to describe them is given by Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)
which is a gauge quantum eld theory based on a local SU(3) symmetry, which satises the general requirements o
renormalizability and unitarity of the scattering S-matrix. The elementary degrees of freedom of QCD are quarks and
gluons and its complexity has prevented the solution of the theory, i.e. nding the spectrum and correlation functions
On one side interesting work is devoted to analyzing numerically the euclidean version of the theory on a lattice
even if until now the available computational power really restrict the dimension of the lattice involved and thus th
signicance of obtainable results.
On the other hand analytical eorts are done in two directions. Due to the asymptotic freedom property related to
the decrease of the interaction strength with the increase of the energy of the particles involved, perturbation theory in
the small coupling regime is applied. A perturbative approach has been also considered for other \small" parameters
such as 1=Nc [1, 2, 3] where Nc is the number of colours which denes the special unitary gauge group. Typical non
perturbative methods concern condensates of quarks and gluons and topological objects such as instantons; howeve
we are still far from the understanding the nature of composite bound objects in QCD.
One of these objects seems to be the pomeron, originating from the works in Regge theory, before a consistent eld
theory approach to strong interactions was established with QCD. The pomeron is related, in a hadronic scattering
process, to the rightmost singularity (preferably a pole) of the partial wave amplitude in the complex angular momentum
plane. The mathematical structure of the amplitude is commonly associated to the presence of an exchanged objec
with vacuum quantum numbers which can lead to a power-law-increase of the total cross section with the center o
mass energy, in such a case in contrast with the unitarity bounds. In general the process is deeply related to non
perturbative phenomena and the only possibility to understand as much as possible of it with perturbative tools is to
consider processes involving the scattering of highly virtual photons or onia-particles where the perturbative analysi
in terms of elementary quarks and gluons make sense.
At each order of perturbation theory one nds a leading behaviour proportional to a proper power of the logarithm
of the center of mass energy (
p
s). The approach which resums these dominant contributions is called leading log(s
approximation (LLA). One of its principal limitations is related to the fact that the coupling constant is considered
xed. The works of Lipatov et al. [4, 5] were devoted to these calculations for a SU(Nc) gauge theory. According to
previous ideas of Regge theory they use the gluon reggeization property, computed considering the dominant virtua
corrections and which can be associated to a bootstrap condition related to unitarity, to construct the BFKL equation
which describes the interactions in LLA between two reggeized gluons; the contributions to these interactions may b
represented by ladder-type diagrams, resummed in a Bethe-Salpeter-like equation. The vacuum quantum number in
the t-channel corresponds to the BFKL hard pomeron. Its singularity is not a pole but a branch-cut in the complex
angular momentum plane.
In order to go beyond the xed coupling case a next-to-leading order (NLO) analysis has been carried on in th
last years [6, 7, 8]. A quite complicated generalized BFKL equation was found but still it is not clear if such a mode
is really applicable to the HERA kinematical region or one may need to go beyond the NLO approximation to giv
satisfactory predictions and interpretations of the experimental data.
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All the theoretical predictions may be tested in various experiments in the kinematical Regge region. In the last
ears particular interest was devoted to the deep inelastic scattering (DIS) processes at HERA where the small x region
probed. Recent obtained measures [9, 10] have shown a sharp rise of the F2 proton structure function at low x and
his fact may be interpreted as a manifestation of the hard pomeron. Much attention was also given to the observed
arge rate of rapidity-gap events at small x, another possible signature of the pomeron interaction.
The basic ingredients in the LLA analysis and a brief derivation of the BFKL equation are reported in the rst
hapter of this thesis. A well known problem related to the consistency of the approach is evidenced by noting that the
iusion-like process described by the BFKL equation may spoil the applicability of perturbation theory, since a huge
ontribution at large energies may involve small transverse momenta, deeply related to a non-perturbative regime in
QCD. The other main problem in the BFKL theory is the violation of unitarity due to the high value of its intercept.
he remarkable property of global conformal symmetry of the BFKL equation in the transverse two dimensional space
also shown and this permits one to also have a general explicit solution for the system.
An alternative approach in perturbative QCD to describe the scattering of two onia-particles is given by the colour
ipole picture [11, 12], which is based on the computation of the corrections to the light-cone wave functions of onia
r virtual photons due to the emission of soft gluons strongly ordered in their scaling variables. This implies a leading
ogarithmic approach which turns out to be equivalent to the BFKL one. In the large Nc limit it is possible to write
n equation for the generating functional of the n-dipole distributions [11] which should be considered in general to
ave unitarity corrections. A brief introduction to the basic equations of this model is given in the last section of the
rst chapter, since they will be needed in the analysis performed in the third chapter.
The problems related to the infrared sector one nds in the BFKL theory, which is constructed on a small xed
oupling analysis thus far away from the non-perturbative region which instead can be reached in the diusion precess,
as motivated many phenomenological works, beyond the NLO analysis, devoted to the modication of the infrared
ector of the BFKL equation.
In the second chapter we try to analyze some properties of a phenomenological model which have the merit of
reserving the gluon reggeization property [13, 14] with the insertion of the running coupling in the generalized BFKL
quation. The bootstrap condition is the crucial point since in this way unitarity is satised to leading order for the
roduction amplitude with one gluon exchange in the t-channel while in all the other phenomenological attempts it is
ost. The second input for the model is the compatibility with the predictions of the renormalization group equations
or the gluon density (DGLAP) in the double leading log approximation (DLLA) The model depends at least on a
mass parameter, related to infrared sector, on which the trajectories of all the singularities depend.
The insertion of the running coupling provides a deep change in the properties of the pomeron equation [15]. A
art of the spectrum is found to be discrete. The values are found numerically while the corresponding asymptotic
ehaviour of the eigenfunction can be derived analytically. The parameter dependence can be xed, for example, by
orcing the value of the slope (computed perturbatively) of the leading singularity. For some reasonable values one
nds two supercritical pomeron states (corresponding to negative \energy" for the two reggeized gluons bound states
n the Schro¨dinger-like picture). A rough attempt to estimate some eects of unitarity corrections has been made by
onsidering the multipomeron exchange in the scattering of two virtual photons in the large Nc limit, a case for which
corresponding eikonal formulation can be given. As a result, for the parameter choice considered, one nds that
hese corrections occur at energies much higher than the ones now-a-days reached. However unitarity requires one to
nclude also the eects of the triple pomeron interaction, as is also shown in the third chapter. Thus unitarity eects
an still be signicant at lower energies.
In the framework of the standard BFKL approach the process of jet production has been extensively studied
howing the importance of mini-jet production and the logarithmic rise of the multiplicity. The xed coupling analysis
equires the introduction of an infrared parameter and the inclusions of some unitarity and coherence eects to restore
he correct asymptotic behaviour of the dierential cross section for large jet transverse momentum. In the model with
unning coupling considered [16] one does not have, of course, any problem in the infrared sector and nds, due to the
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asymptotic behaviour of the pomeron states, a correct tail for the cross section at large jet transverse momenta. Th
calculations have been carried out on taking into account the two supercritical pomeron states.
In order to obtain a better description of the physical processes at present energies a rst improvement consist
in considering all the states present in the spectrum of the pomeron equation, and not only the leading contribution
of the two supercritical states. This program [17] can be achieved by considering the associated evolution equation in
1=x (with x the Bjorken variable) for the pomeron wave function. To this end we are forced to address the problem
of the coupling of a virtual photon to the gluon in the running coupling framework, since otherwise there is no link
for example, between the gluon distribution in the proton and its structure function. The bootstrap relation, which
concerns only the gluon interaction, is of no help. The idea is to nd a corrected dipole density distribution for th
photon in order to take into account a minimal running coupling eect. We adopt here a phenomenological approach
and guess a possible form of the dipole density from the matching in the DLLA of the quark distribution (which on
has after coupling the gluons to the dipole) with the one obtained by the DGLAP evolution. Numerical calculation
show a still steep increase of the gluon distribution and the singlet proton structure function, but smaller than the on
implied by the standard BFKL theory.
In the second part of the thesis we deal with the unitarity problem from a theoretical point of view. There is a
limitation to the validity of the BFKL (xed coupling) theory for large s or equivalently large 1=x and to extend th
kinematical region of applicability of the model one has to go beyond the LLA. This problem is shared also by th
DGLAP formalism and to solve it one needs to nd a systematic way to include unitarity corrections. Continuing th
restriction to the onia-particles or virtual photons scattering there is the hope to reach some new insights by mean
of perturbative tools even if the complete understanding surely requires a true non-perturbative approach (the idea
of grasping non-perturbative eects with the help of a perturbative approach can be seen for example in the paper
about renormalons).
In order to understand which kind of corrections one has to deal with, it is very useful to consider the evolution
of the parton densities in the rapidity. For example it is well know for DIS processes that at lower x the photon
probes in the proton a higher density of partons, of typical size 1=Q at virtuality Q2. The resulting cross section then
increases; the unitarity corrections correspond in this picture to the fusion of partons which diminishes the rate o
increase of the parton density. A rst quantitative model for such a process was given by Gribov, Levin and Ryskin
[18] by constructing a modied non linear BFKL equation generating a fan diagrams structure (based on triple ladde
vertices). The key point is the presence of multi-parton states in the t-channel and eventually also multi-scattering
processes between the partons of the two scattering onia have to be considered as suggested by the dipole picture.
To this end a systematic approach to take into account a minimal set of corrections necessary to restore unitarity
has been studied by Bartels [19]. Higher order amplitudes, which contain any number of (reggeized) gluons in th
t-channel, are constructed using unitarity and dispersion relations starting from the lower order ones and one has a
coupled system of equations for the n reggeized gluon state amplitudes. The main feature is the presence of transition
vertices which change the number of reggeons in the t-channel and thus leads to a reggeon eld theory.
These corrections have been studied by considering a system of up to four reggeized gluons in the t-channel [20]
Among the building blocks an eective vertex for the transition between 2 and 4 gluons states in the t-channel appears
In [21] its conformal invariance property was proven and in the appropriate color subspace it is related to the tripl
pomeron vertex. Another element of some interest is the 4-gluon interacting state (and its generalizations to n gluons
which, as a system with a xed number of reggeized gluons in the t-channel, can be studied by means of the so called
BKP equation [22, 23]. The related amplitude has been studied in the large Nc limit and the system has been proven
to be complete integrable and equivalent to an XXX Heisenberg zero spin model [24, 25, 26]. These elements hav
suggested an interpretations in terms of correlation functions of a 2D conformal eld theory (CFT) [27, 28] and on
hopes to have an eective formulation in terms of a (2+1) dimensional CFT for QCD in the Regge limit.
In the third chapter some eorts are addressed to obtaining a clearer picture of the interactions present in th
system of 4 reggeized gluons in the t-channel in the large Nc limit [29, 30], in particular on having some understanding
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f the relation between multipomeron exchange and triple pomeron interactions and making a connections between
his reggeon analysis based on the s-channel unitarity and the colour dipole picture for QCD.
We shall study the formal general system of equations for the 4 gluon system at leading and next-to-leading order in
=Nc The double pomeron amplitude at NLO is studied to understand the role of the direct double pomeron exchange
DPE) and the triple pomeron interaction (TPI). The TPI term is analyzed in terms of 3 point function building blocks
a generalization to the non-forward case of a function previously introduced in [20]) to describe in simpler terms the
onformal invariance properties of the system. It is later shown in detail the fact, already noted for Nc = 3 in [20], that
he DPE contribution can be substituted by a completely equivalent TPI term while the inverse is not true and there
a complete agreement with the vertex form in [20] in the limit Nc ! 1. On coupling to pomerons and working in
he coordinate representation one can compare the results obtained from s-channel unitarity with the ones found by R.
eschanski in [31] starting from the colour dipole picture. A substantial agreement is found, apart from an asymmetry
actor in the triple pomeron vertex and some single pomeron contributions absent in the dipole approach. A nal
ection is devoted to studying some properties of higher order dipole densities in the A.H. Mueller approach which are
ound to be represented by a set of pomeron fan diagrams with only a triple pomeron coupling. It is expected that the
-channel unitarity analysis for a larger number of reggeized gluons in the t-channel might tell us the form of higher
rder pomeron vertices and thus also if the dipole picture has to be improved, as already suggested [31].
The thesis is structured in the following way.
n the rst chapter we review some important results of QCD in LLA which are at the basis of the developments in the
econd and third chapters. In section 1.1 the BFKL equation is briefly derived and in the following one the pomeron
olution with some properties presented. Section 1.3 is devoted to show in some details the conformal invariance
roperty of the BFKL equation and nally in section 1.4 a minimal review of the colour dipole approach in the A.H.
Mueller formulation is given. In the second chapter we analyze a phenomenological model for considering the running
oupling in the hard pomeron. In section 2.1 the denition of the model is given and the properties of the pomeron
tudied [15]; in particular in section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 the problem is formulated to make possible a numerical analysis,
erformed in section 2.1.3, while multi-scattering eects are considered in section 2.1.4 In section 2.2 the inclusive
et production process is considered [16]. Section 2.2.1 is devoted to set up the formalism and to make asymptotic
stimates while section 2.2.2 collects some numerical results. The evolution of the gluon density [17] is considered in
ection 2.3 and in particular in section 2.3.1 we address the problem of the coupling to the virtual photon, in section
.3.2 we look at the starting distribution and in section 2.3.3 some numerical calculations are shown. Finally in the
hird chapter the triple pomeron vertex is analyzed in the large Nc limit [30]. In section 3.1 we introduce some basic
lements of the unitarization program and in section 3.2 we present the analysis for the 4 gluons system in the large
Nc limit, in particular at the leading order in 3.2.1 and at the NLO in 3.2.2 where we establish the form of the DPE
nd TPI terms. In section 3.3 the properties of conformal invariance are re-analyzed in terms of a simple function
nd in section 3.4 the interplay between the DPE and the TPI terms is analyzed in detail. In section 3.5 the coupling
o pomerons and the relation to the dipole approach is studied while section 3.6 is devoted to study the solutions for
eneral higher order dipole distributions in the standard dipole picture and analyze the triple pomeron interactions
tructure resulted. In the appendix one can nd some more technical parts. In A.1, related to the phenomenological
model considered in the third chapter, the asymptotic form of the bound state solution of the pomeron equation is
erived. In A.2 the dipole density in the non-forward case for the coupling of two gluons to a quark loop is given.
n A.3 the coordinate representation of the function G, needed in chapter 4, is calculated and its infrared stability
xplicitly shown. In A.4 some relations, used in the fourth chapter, are derived in a graphical notation.
Chapter 1
Pomeron and the Regge limit in perturbative
QCD
To understand the concept of Pomeron it is necessary to go back to the old Regge theory and Pomeron eld theory
The Pomeron is the rightmost singularity in the complex angular momentum plane of the partial wave signatured
amplitude of a hadronic scattering process characterized by the quantum number of the vacuum exchanged in th
t-channel. The singularity can be associated to a rise of the cross-section with the center of mass energy, thus leading
to a violation of unitarity which can be restored only if more complicated processes than a single pomeron exchang
are taken into account. The understanding of the strong interactions in the Regge limit is therefore deeply connected
to unitarity from a general point of view.
The study of strong interactions as described by QCD theory is well known to be an incredibly dicult problem
and due to the asymptotic freedom which characterizes QCD many eorts have been directed in perturbative analysis
hoping to not lose some important aspects, which could serve as a guideline to understand the features of the complet
real QCD.
In particular the concept of the Pomeron has been intensively studied in perturbative QCD in the Regge limit fo
a long time [4]. At the basis of the approach is the property of Reggeization of the gluon. In general the poles in
the complex angular momentum plane of the partial wave amplitude depend on the exchanged t squared momenta
so that they may describe a family of exchanged particles of integer even or odd angular momenta, thus rising with
spin and mass. An elementary particle, when exchanged in the t channel, gives a non-analytic contribution to th
partial amplitude dependence in the angular momentum, and the modern idea of reggeization is related to the fact tha
summing all the contributions to the amplitude not containing poles in the t-channel leads to a partial wave amplitud
with a pole in the t-channel which is located at the spin of the elementary particles if t is taken to be the mass squared
of the particle itself. This was veried for the gluon (massive after considering the Higgs mechanism) up to the 8-th
order (and partially up to 10-th) in perturbation theory by Cheng and Lo [32], after the work of Grisaru [33] where a
rst conrmation that the gluon reggeizes was given.
Another method [4] which has been used to check gluon reggeization consists in taking a gluon ladder diagram
constructed with reggeized gluons on the basis of elastic unitarity (the on shell condition turns the reggeized gluon
into elementary gluons). On summing these ladder diagrams one obtains a partial wave amplitude which, in the colou
channel, has the same reggeized gluon Regge pole. This is called a \bootstrap" condition and it is at the basis of th
BFKL theory and all its extensions.
The analysis of the processes in the Regge limit in perturbation theory reduces to summing the leading log terms
In fact for a small xed coupling g and high c.m.s. energy s such that s ! 1, g ! 0 and g2 ln s  1 the Regge pol
contribution has a behaviour s(t) where (t) = 1 + !(t) is the trajectory and !(t) is of second order in the coupling
constant g. Therefore a perturbative expansion leads one to consider amplitudes of the order g2s(g2 ln s)n.
0 Pomeron and the Regge limit in perturbative QCD
Apart from considering a xed coupling, its smallness is generally ensured in the Lipatov perturbative approach by
iving to the gluon a mass M >>  using the Higgs-Brout-Englert mechanism [34, 35]. Thus one has also an infrared
egularization but we should remember that in this way one is not really working with true QCD since it is not possible
o safely perform the m! 0 limit without avoiding the non-perturbative region.
The LLA analysis of the amplitude for gluon-gluon scattering in the vacuum channel was started in [4, 5]. Multipar-
cle production and unitarity were the ingredients used to construct a Bethe-Salpeter equation for ladder contributions
o the partial wave amplitude with reggeized gluons in the t-channel. The resulting singularity was found to be a branch
ut and not a pole in the complex angular momentum and the BFKL pomeron to be a \bound" state of two reggeized
luons. In the colour octet channel instead the Regge pole ansatz for the gluon applied to the BFKL equation gave
irectly the self-consistency bootstrap condition.
The BFKL equation can be seen as a Schro¨dinger-like equation in the transverse space with the evolution flow
n the rapidity variable. We just remember, beyond the violation of unitarity, an intrinsic problem in the BFKL
erturbative approach due to the diusion of the gluon momenta in the ladders. For a highly virtual projectile (Q2)
he scattering is characterized by a distribution which tends to be Gaussian in ln k2 with an average value lnQ2 and
width proportional to
p
ln s, thus with a support which can be strongly present in the non-perturbative region.
The opportunity of applying the results found in this perturbative approach to analyze some real processes is based
n the possibility of separating in them the contribution of short distance interactions (hard scales), where perturbation
heory can be applied, from the long distance ones (soft scales) where perturbation theory is meaningless.
This is the meaning of the factorization theorems. A rst kind used to study many hard processes characterized
y a hard scale Q2 at which the coupling is small is the collinear factorization theorem [36]. An object such as,
or example, a structure function in DIS can be written as a convolution between a cross section for an hard parton
ubprocess (perturbatively calculable and depending on the process virtuality) and a distribution for the parton probed
n the hadron involved. The latter distribution depends on the virtuality chosen to probe the hadron by means of a
enormalization group equations (DGLAP [37]) so that a non-perturbative input at a lower scale Q20 is necessary to
rovide the initial conditions for these equations (which are constructed on all the collinear logarithmic contributions).
he DGLAP equations can be associated, in the physical gauge, with summing all the contributions of ladder graphs
with strongly ordered parton momenta but, in the small x (high energy) limit, higher order contributions, beyond the
eading logs, are found to be signicant. This fact has led to consider the perturbative resummation of contributions
f the order (s ln 1=x)
n which correspond to the ladder graphs with reggeized gluons in the t-channel and no ordering
n the transverse momenta. In this framework a new k-factorization theorem has been given [38].
We shall introduce in the next section the BFKL equation and show some of its properties and the solutions in
he subsequent one. In the third section the proof of its conformal invariance is given, a feature which turns out to be
ery interesting and also characterizes the symmetry of the three pomeron vertex. We shall return to these properties
n the last chapter. The Colour dipole approach in the A. H. Mueller formulation [11, 12] is briefly reviewed in the
ast section since its use is pertinent in the high energy (and a large number of colours) limit and it has been shown to
ive an alternative formulation to the hard pomeron phenomena. In chapter 4 we shall try to compare the pomeron
nteractions described in the two formulations to see the degree of equivalence of the two approaches.
.1 The BFKL equation
he main results about the LLA are briefly derived in the following [5, 39]. We consider the absorptive part As(s; t) =
mA(s; t) of the dominant non-helicity-flip amplitude for the scattering of two gluons in the limit s!1, t nite and
s = g
2=(4) << 1 in the t-channel colour state R. Using unitarity one can compute this quantity by means of the
1.1 The BFKL equation 11
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The momenta ki of the intermediate particles satisfy an on-shell condition. It is convenient to use the Sudakov variable





2−k2i?. Other useful variables are the transferred
momenta qi = p1−
Pi−1
j=0 kj (ki = qi− qi+1) and the partial energies carried by two adiacent intermediate real particle
si;i+1 = (ki + ki+1)
2.
In the Regge limit the dominant leading log(s) contribution comes from the region in the phase space characterized
by
i >> i+1 ; i << i+1 (1.3
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Let us now consider the amplitude for the production of (n + 2) gluons. In particular we shall denote by i, a
and 0i, a
0
i the helicities and colours of the two incoming gluons and of the two outgoing gluons with nearly the sam
momenta as the initial ones and by ei and di the polarizations and colours of the remaining n gluons.
In the Regge limit the virtual corrections to the tree diagrams may be analyzed by looking at the one-loop correction
of the scattering process gg ! gg with both the diagrams related to the s-channel and u-channel physical region. On
nds a correction of the type (t) ln s and it is natural to make the reggeization ansatz for a correction (s=s0)
(t) in





; t = −q2 (1.5
Alternatively one may use a general reggeization ansatz for the gluons in the t-channel and nd from the boostrap
condition the trajectory, for a case of the two gluons amplitude in the colour adjoint representation; this conrms th
fact that the gluon reggeizes.
The real corrections in the LLA leads one to consider a three gluons reggeon-physical-reggeon vertex (the reggeon
in the t-channel) whose explicit expression is













It is orthogonal (F (qi+1; qi)ki = 0) to the emitted gluon momentum. From the analysis of the two physical-reggeon
physical gluons vertices (external in the ladder) the dominant contribution is helicity conserving and proportional to
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where ti = −q2i In order to obtaining an expression for (1.1) it is necessary to sum over the polarizations and the
olours of the intermediate real gluons and consider the projection onto the desired colour subspace (we shall be
mainly interested in the vacuum state).











i+1) and performing the sum over the polarizations (actually using the replacementP
i
eiie
i ! −gii) one obtains


















Regarding the colour structure in the t-channel, the gluon-gluon amplitude has to be decomposed into irreducible
epresentations of the (N2c − 1)⊗ (N
2













or each real gluon emission one has a colour factor which depends on the representation R according to the decom-

















o that the interation term is given by
~K(R) = RKq (1.11)
Also for the rst and last intermediate gluons one has the same colour factor. In particular one has for the vacuum
hannel 1  0 = Nc and for the adjoint representation N2c−1 = Nc=2.
The absorptive amplitude (1.1) can thus be written in the form


















nd has the signature xed by the R representation (positive for symmetric and negative for antisymmetric represen-
ations). Taking the Mellin transform one obtains for it an asymptotic contribution (which thus corresponds to the
Mellin transform nearby the rightmost singularity)
a
(R)(n)









j−12K(R)q (qi; qi+1) (1.13)
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We note that in the validity region (j close to 1) the jk2i?j
j−1 factor may be omitted. Changing the notation to th
2-dimensional transverse vectors l1i = qi?, l2i = −q
0
i? such that l1i + l2i = q, ti = −l
2
i and t = −q














where we have dened the operators
D(l1) =
1
j − 1− !(t1)− !(t2)











It is now very easy to sum the contributions of all the ladder diagrams and one has
a
(R)



















The Lipatov equation is a Bethe-Salpeter equation for 
(R)
jq (l1) which can be obtained by taking the matrix elemen
of the operatorial identity D−1T (R) = 1 + V (R)T (R) w.r.t. the states hl1j and jl01i where T
(R) = D(1 − V (R)D)−1 and
integrating w.r.t. l01. It reads
[j − 1− !(t1)− !(t2)]
(R)





























This equation in the gluon channel gives the bootstrap condition if one requires that the solution of this equation mus
have a Regge pole of a reggeized gluon, i.e. at j = 1 +!(t). Denoting by cq(l1) the residue of the solution at this pole
the bootstrap condition can be written for Nc = 3 as









The gluon trajectory found by perturbative calculations corresponds to a residue cq independent of l1. Hence in th
gluon channel the whole solution for 
(8A)
jq (l1) is determined by this pole.
1.2 Solution for the pomeron amplitude
The Lipatov equation can be written as an inhomogeneous Schro¨dinger equation (H − E) = f with an \energy"
E = 1− j and an Hamiltonian
H = −!(l1)− !(l2)− 2sRVq (1.21
In the vacuum case one has R = Nc and one may check that for q 6= 0, as will be shown also in the next section
the infrared infrared divergences cancels between the gluon trajectories and the interaction potential term. For q = 0
the divergences at l01 = l
0
2 = 0 remain but actually disappear for the coupling of the pomeron to a colourless physica
object, since the function jq(l ! 0; q) vanishes.
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Let us consider the forward scattering case (q = 0). It is convenient to consider a new function  (l1) = (l1)=l
2
1 for
which one can write the equation











he interaction term is of the Coulomb type and both the trajectory and the potential can be studied in the limit of
ero regularizing mass. Using the expressions given in the next section (1.35) and (1.37) one may write the Hamiltonian
or the vacuum colour channel (0 = Nc = 3)
H = (3s=)h ; h = ln l
2 + ln 2 − 2(ln 2 +  (1)) ; E = 1− j = (3s=) (1.23)
where the dependence on the gluon mass has disappeared and  (1) is referred to the logarithmic derivative of the Γ
unction. To nd the eigenvalues and eigenfunction of this Hamiltonian one can take advantage of the scaling symmetry
! c ; l! l=c which is manifest. The symmetry between the coordinate and the momentum space is complete and
ne may write easily the proper functions for the system both in coordinate and momentum space
 n() = an
−1+iein ;  n(l) = bnl
−1−iein (1.24)
or any real  and integer n. It is also easy to show that these functions are orthonormalized if janj2 = jbnj2 = 1=42.






while the n < 0 case is obtained by complex conjugation. The eigenvalues are computed through the denition
 n = n  n; in particular one has
n = 2Re  
1 + jnj+ i
2

− 2 (1) (1.26)
he minimal value 0 = −4 ln 2 is reached at  = 0 and n = 0 and gives for the BFKL pomeron the intercept
j = 1 +
3s

4 ln 2 (1.27)
rom this value the violation of the Froissart bound [41, 42, 43] derived from unitarity is evident. The pomeron Green
unction in the forward direction can be easily constructed considering the inhomogeneous term of the equation for  ,
















To see which behaviour the solution has in the high momentum (short range) limit one should study the singularities
f the Green function in the  plane. Since we are interested in the dominant contribution, which one has for  close
o 0, we consider the expansion up to the second order
0 = 0 + a
2 (1.29)
where a = (7=2)(3). Dening w = 0 −  = (=3s)(j − 1) − j0j the singularity is at w = 0 and the asymptotic
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behaviour for large l is calculated by taking the residue at  = i
p




















and it is evident that the pomeron singularity is branch cut of type 1=
p
j − 1− j0j. The leading behavior at high
energies s can be found by performing an inverse Mellin transform for the positive signatured amplitude









giving the dominant contribution












12sa ln s (1.32
Thus the average value of l increases with s since the distribution is Gaussian in ln l with a width proportional top
ln s. This fact is characteristic of a diusion process in the transverse momenta; the Lipatov equation can in fac
be seen as an diusion equation in the rapidity flow. From this fact we address an important problem in the BFKL
theory. Such a diusion process may spoil the applicability of perturbation theory since at sucient large energy th
distribution in the transverse momenta can have support in the small values region corresponding to large distance
and typically regarding a non-perturbative regime.
1.3 Conformal Invariance
The BFKL equation manifests two important properties: the holomorphic separability and conformal invariance. An
elegant way to prove them [40, 27, 39] can be achieved by rewriting the Hamiltonian of the two interacting reggeized
gluons in the complex coordinate space representation for the transverse plane. In the following we will x the notation
given two vectors a = (ax; ay) and b = (bx; by) we have
a = ax + iay; ;a  b =
1
2
(ab + ab) (1.33
The complex vectors for the impact parameter ri will be conjugate to the momenta li = −i
@
@ri
. It is also convenient to







number) so that ,l and ,l forms, each one, an independent pair of canonical variables and jj2 = 4. It should
be clear from the context which is, each time, used. Further if in the conguration space we are referring to a vecto
or to a complex number should be clear from the context. Moreover we dene k = l1 − l01.


















−1 + c:c: (1.34
whereW () is a Coulombian potential in the coordinate representation. The explicit form of W , after having introduced



















l1 ln  l
−1
1 + l2 ln  l
−1
2 + lnm
2 − 2 (1)
i
+ c:c: (1.36
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(ln l1 − lnm+ c:c:) (1.37)





ln l1 + ln l2 + l1 ln  l
−1











n the vacuum channel the infrared divergences (regularized by m) in the interaction and the trajectory terms cancel and
n rescaling the wave function  in the form  = l21l
2
2 , the new Hamiltonian for  will be given by H
0 = Ns2 (h12 +
h12)
with
h12 = ln l1 + ln l2 + l
−1
1 ln  l1 + l
−1
2 ln  l2 − 2 (1) (1.39)
he holomorphic separability of the Hamiltonian is an important property and as a consequence the eigenvalues will be
iven by the sum of two contributions, one the complex conjugate of the other, and the corresponding eigenfunctions
will be factorized in two parts, the rst depending only on r1,r2 and the second part on the conjugate quantities.
Let us now consider a global conformal transformation in two dimension, represented by the Mo¨bius mapping




where a; b; c; d are complex number such that ad− bc = 1. The generators of the Mo¨bius group are M0 = rl, M− = l,
M+ = r2l where l = −i @@r ; M0 generates the rotation and scale transformations and M
− the translations. The Casimir
perator is given by M2 = M0
2
− 12fM
+;M−g. For a system of n gluons the generators are given by the direct sum
f the generators acting on the dierent gluon spaces.
The Hamiltonian , which describes the two gluon system, is evidently invariant under the action of the M0 and
M− generators (also h12 given in (1.39) is invariant). To prove the conformal invariance it is convenient [40, 27, 39] to




; li ! r
2
i li (1.41)
nd rewrite the Hamiltonian in a dierent form. Let us therefore consider the following operator identities
@1 = Γ
−1(1 + z)−1 Γ(1 + z) ! ln @1 = −Γ
−1(1 + z) ln −1 Γ(1 + z)
2@1 = Γ(z)Γ





and z = @1. They are similarity transformations between 
−1 and @1 and between  and 
2@1. By
oting that [z; ln ] = 1 one can use the representation ln  = − @@z and derive from the relations (1.42)
ln @1 = − ln +  (z) +
1
z
ln 2@1 = ln +  (z) (1.43)
ntroducing these relations in (1.39) and also substituting the operator identity l−11 ln  l1 = ln  −
1
z the holomorphic
art h12 can be written as
h12 = ln 
2@1 + ln 
2@2 − 2 ln − 2 (1) (1.44)
n this last expression we made use of the cancellation of imaginary terms between the holomorphic and antiholomorphic
art.
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It is now easy to prove the invariance of the Hamiltonian with respect to the transformation ri ! −
1
ri
; i = 1; 2. In








and the conformal invariance is veried by direct substitution.
Once the conformal invariance is known to be a property of the system, one can take advantage of it by expanding
the general solution of the BFKL equation in terms of the conformal basis functions, which are eigenfunctions of th
Casimir operator of the Mo¨bius group and are then related to its irreducible representations.
For a system of two gluon the Casimir operator for the holomorphic part is given by M2 = −l1l2. Using th
notation  = r12 = r1 − r2 the conformal basis is dened by










(− 1)( − 1)E(r1; r2) (1.46
where  = 1−n2 + i and  =
1+n
2 + i are the conformal weights which label the representation; n, the conformal spin
is an integer and  is a real number. The basis functions (in complex notation) are explicitly given by













One notes the presence of an additional quantum number, the coordinate r0, in some way related to translationa
invariance. The corresponding eigenvalues of the Casimir operator can be written conveniently to obtain




where we have used the standard notation































Another important property is the orthogonality relation which contains an additional term due to the equivalence o





















Γ(−i + (1 + jnj)=2)




he proof of these relations can be found in[40]. The spectrum of the BFKL Hamiltonian for the general non-forward
ase (q 6= 0) is the same as the forward case, as a consequence of the global conformal invariance:




2 (1) −  (
1 + jnj
2






he solution of the BFKL equation with an inhomogeneous term Ψ0 can then be expanded in terms of the conformal





j − 1− !
(1.55)
nd moving to the rapidity space representations, where the BFKL equation is an evolution equation in the rapidity
ariable, one nds










E(r1; r2)Ψ0(r1; r2) (1.57)
.4 The colour dipole approach in the large Nc limit
he light-cone wave function of colourless objects, such as onia or virtual photons, has been studied by many authors
11, 12, 44] to compute the corrections to the wave function given by the emission of soft gluons with scaling variables
trongly ordered. The kinematical region zk+1 >> zk thus relates the results found to the one obtained in the BFKL
pproach. Incidentally the derivation is quite dierent and simpler and avoids some suspicious assumptions taken in
he construction of the BFKL theory.
The colour dipole approach has also the merit of giving, without further eort, some insight in the multipomeron
xchange and interactions as we shall see in chapter 4. In this section we shall sketch a brief derivation of the model
n the approach given by A.H. Mueller [11, 12, 39] and show its relation to the BFKL pomeron.
The rst object introduced is the wave function of the colourless object (onium or virtual photon) with momentum
p+; 0;0) in the lowest order in the coupling, with no soft gluons emitted, so that we may think of it as split in a
uark-antiquark pair. Let k1 and −k1 denote the transverse momenta of the antiquark and of the quark respectively;
he scaling variable for the antiquark is dened by z1 = k1+=p+. We shall mainly use the coordinate representation in
which the wave function reads
 
(0)








where  and  are indices for degrees of freedom such as spin and colour. The incoherent sum over spin and colour of
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For a hadron N is nite and can be chosen to be 1 while for a photon it would diverge.
Let us consider the contribution to order s due to the emission of one soft gluon. One will search for a componen
of the wave function of the form  
(1)a
 (r1; z1; r2; z2) where r2, z2 and a are the transverse coordinate, the scaling and
the colour variables of the soft gluon (z2 << z1; 1 − z1) respectively. Summing the contributions due to the emission
of a soft gluon from the quark and the antiquark one nds
 
(1)a








where e is the polarization vector of the soft gluon and rij = ri − rj . Introducing the quark coordinate r0 = 0, taking
the square modulus of the wave function and the sum over colour and spin one nds the distribution







where c = 4sCF=.
In order to consider the contributions due to the multiple emissions of soft gluons some simplications have been
taken into account so that it is possible to nd an integral equation which resums all the orders. Precisely the larg
Nc limit has been considered, under which the gluon lines can be represented in terms of qq pairs and only diagram
with a planar topology survive.
For a second soft gluon emitted (characterized by r3,z3) one nally obtains
(2)(r1; z1; r2; z2; r3; z3) = 




























and the formula for an emission of n soft gluons in the kinematical region zn+1 << zn << :::z2 is easily inferred









+ perm: of 2; 3; :::n + 1

(1.64
In the strongly ordered region the integration in the scaling variables of the emitted soft gluons can evidently be don
and in the leading order one obtains a trivial logarithmical factor (ln z10)
n=n! where z10 = z1=z0. It is possible to
introduce [11] a generating functional for the distribution of the transverse coordinates of the emitted gluons:






Z(r1; r0; z10)u=0 (1.65
The generating functional satises the following nonlinear equation












u(r2)Z(r2; r0; z20)Z(r2; r1; z20) (1.66
One may be interested in a functional generating not the distribution in terms of the transverse positions of the emitted
gluons but instead in terms of rik, already present in (1.66), which correspond to the dimensions of the colour dipoles
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he proper generating functional in this case is












D(r12; z20;u)D(r21; z20;u) (1.67)
he generating functionals given above are very useful because using them one can easily calculate the multiple inclusive
istributions for gluons or dipoles. In fact after taking the functional derivatives with respect to u one has just to set
s value to 1 instead of 0 as in (1.65). On setting u = 1 without taking any derivative one has the probability to nd
ny number of gluons or dipoles emitted with a scaling variable z in the range z0 < z < z1. These quantities for both
1.66) and (1.67) are evidently not normalized and divergent, the divergence due to the integration in the region of
mall inter-gluon distances in the transverse plane (rij = 0).
In order to cure these ultraviolet divergences one has to include also the virtual contributions given by loop diagrams;
n fact the previous computation was performed only at the tree level. One can even compute the contribution of the
irtual corrections by imposing that the divergent part of real and virtual gluon emissions compensate each other to
ive a normalized probability and checking that the contribution is correct at the lowest loop order. This procedure
as been followed for example in [11] and leads to the following equations for the functionals Z and D:
















12 Z(r2; r0; z20;u)Z(r2; r1; z20;u) (1.68)
















12 D(r12; z20;u)D(r20; z20;u) (1.69)



















he virtual corrections to the functional equations are related to the property of gluon reggeization of the BFKL
pproach.
Let us now look at the connection between the colour dipole model and the BFKL pomeron. One rst obtains an
quation for the inclusive one dipole distribution taking a functional derivative with respect to u of relation (1.69) and
etting u = 1. The resulting equation in term of the rapidity y = ln z10 reads
n(r10; r; y) = e














nd taking a derivative with respect to y one has the evolution equation
@
@y









n(r21; r; y) (1.72)
which describes a dual BFKL diusion in the transverse coordinate space instead of in the transverse momentum space.
his equation is also infrared and ultraviolet nite but one may need to regularize it with an ultraviolet cuto; in it
he role of the coordinates and momenta is interchanged.
Chapter 2
Hard pomeron with a running coupling
constant: a phenomenological approach
The basic elements in the BFKL approach for the multi-Regge kinematics of Yang-Mills theories are the eective vertice
(real contribution) and the Regge trajectory (virtual contribution) whose separate bad behaviour in the infrared secto
cancels in the total cross section. In the LLA approximation all the contributions, which are present in the BFKL
equation for the pomeron, are based on calculations in the rst non-trivial order in perturbation theory. The eectiv
QCD coupling constant (taken to be small since s ln s  1) is considered xed and one does not know the region o
applicability of LLA and in particular the energies and momenta xing the scale for s. This is at the basis of th
weakness of the LLA approximation, since the quantitative results can be strongly modied by changing the scale o
virtuality.
For this reason a program to compute the next-to-leading order corrections to the BFKL kernel of the Lipatov
equation has been carried out in the last years [6] with the hope to study soon the so called quasi-Regge kinematics fo
gluon production. The one loop corrections to the eective vertices, the two loop corrections to the gluon trajectory
and terms for the productions of two gluons and quark-antiquark with xed invariant mass have been computed [7]
The nice feature is that also at the NLO order the pomeron can be seen as a compound state of two reggeized gluons
The generalized BFKL equation however is quite complicated [8] and there is no hope to obtain an explicit analytica
solution but the study of such a kernel should be very useful to understand by means of numerical calculations th
validity of the predictions in the Regge kinematics and corrections in the quasi-Regge limit. Moreover it is still no
clear if such results are applicable in the HERA kinematical region or one should go even beyond the NLO analysis [8]
A part of this well established program some attempts have been made in order to take into account the runnin
of the QCD coupling with a minimal added work. The rst idea [27] has been to introduce directly in the BFKL
equation for the pomeron the running coupling with some assumptions about the momentum and distance scales a
which the gluons interact. Also in other attempts [45, 46, 47, 48, 49] the BFKL equation has been modied in th
infrared sector in order to model some non-perturbative eects and at least try to avoid the strong inconsistency
one has using the BFKL evolution which does not separate perturbative and non-perturbative scales. This fact i
evident on considering the diusion mechanism of the gluon distribution in the transverse momentum space during
the evolution in the rapidity leading to a typical normal distribution in ln k2. In all these phenomenological models a
better behaviour also due to some decrease of the pomeron intercept to more reasonable values was found, but one o
the fundamental properties shown by the QCD in the Regge kinematical limit, that the gluon reggeizes, is lost.
The idea to introduce a running coupling in a manner consistent with the gluon reggeization has been proposed
by M.Braun [13, 14] and in this way one is able to guarantee that the production amplitude in the one reggeized
gluon exchange approximation, which serves as an input in the BFKL theory, satisfy unitarity in the leading orde
[22]. Thereby the whole scheme becomes self-consistent: otherwise one should add to the input amplitudes correction
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ollowing from the unitarity. Since the bootstrap condition, as discussed in section 1.x, is a crucial element for the
eggeization of the gluon and for the theory of the reggeized gluons as a whole the only way to introduce the running
oupling constant in a manner compatible with the gluon reggeization is to preserve the bootstrap. A second basic
ngredient is the requirement that the outcoming gluon distribution has the same asymptotic behavior as the one
redicted by the DGLAP equations (describing the renormalization group flow) in the DLLA.
In section 1 we present the basic equations in the form suitable for numerical analysis [15] for the cases q = 0
forward scattering) and q 6= 0. After that we describe the method of the solution and present the numerical results for
he intercept, slope and the wave function at q = 0. The results for the intercept and slope, on the whole, agree with
hose found in [13, 14] by the variational approach. An interesting new result is the existence of a second pomeron
with the intercept minus one, roughly speaking, two time less than for the leading one, but still positive. We end this
ection applying these results to the study of the asymptotical behaviour of the cross-section for the γγ scattering,
ncluding some unitarization eects due to multipomeron scattering by mean of an eikonal formulation valid in the
arge Nc limit [50], and try also to extrapolate to the hadron case.
The results of our study show that with the running coupling included the pomeron equation possesses bound state
olutions which have negative energy and thus intercepts greater than unity. These solutions correspond to supercritical
omerons in the old sense, that is, they represent simple poles in the complex angular momentum plane. A new result
that two such pomerons appear. However the sub-dominant pomeron does not seem to play any role in describing
he asymptotical behaviour of the amplitudes. The intercept of the leading pomeron singularity depend weakly on
he infrared regulator parameter and stay in the region 0.35{0.5 for its physically reasonable values. The introduction
f the running coupling and thus a scale provides for a nontrivial slope for the pomeron, which is responsible for the
hysically reasonable behaviour of the cross-sections at very high energies.
For realistic photonic cross-sections and, with a rather crude approximation, for the hadronic ones the estimated
nitarization eects begin to be felt at extraordinary high energies, of the order 100 − 1000 TeV (or equivalently
< 10−10 − 10−12). Until these energies a single pomeron exchange remains a very good approximation to the
symptotic amplitude. By the way we remember that no eects due to triple pomeron interaction are here taken into
ccount and these are seen to be required as shown by the unitarization program (see the third chapter). Assuming
hat the picture is not completely changed by the last consideration, a comparison to the experimental cross-sections
nd structure functions at the highest energy (lowest x) achieved seems to conrm the widespread opinion that we are
till rather far from the asymptotical regime and that other states, dierent from the supercritical pomerons, give the
ominant contribution.
In section 2 we apply our model with the two found supercritical pomerons to jet production [16]. This process
as been extensively studied in the framework of the standard BFKL approach with a xed coupling [51, 45]. As
well-known, this analysis has lead to some far-reaching conclusions as to the importance of mini-jet production at
igh energies and the logarithmic rise of the multiplicity. However in the xed coupling approach, various ad hoc
modications of the basic BFKL model had to be introduced to cut o the spectrum at low k? and also to correctly
eproduce the high k? tail of the spectrum. Both these problems are naturally resolved by the introduction of a running
oupling in our model, in which no new parameters appear in contrast to the xed coupling approach. We shall study
he asymptotic behaviour of the jet production cross section using the asymptotic form of the pomeron wave functions
hown in appendix A.1 and present some numerical calculations.
Since we feel that to describe the present experimental data it is necessary to take into account all the states from
he pomeron equation spectrum the pomeron equation has been converted into an evolution equation in 1=x and solved
with an initial condition at some (presumably small) value x = x0. In such an approach [17], taking a non-perturbative
nput at x = x0 adjusted to the experimental data, also the problem of coupling the pomeron to the hadronic target
solved in an eective way. This approach is shown in details in section 3 where we state the basic equations and we
ry to pass from the gluon density to the observable structure function.
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2.1 Pomeron equation with running coupling
Let us consider the bootstrap condition for the reggeization of the gluon:









This is in general a very complicated functional integral equation which relates !, K and . Looking for a particula
class of solutions of this equation (we look for ! and K, limiting ourselves to constant ) we can start to write them









; q = q1 + q2 (2.2























One must note that there are some constrains on the kernel K which must be satised. The rst one is that K should
be symmetric in the two gluons (indices 1 and 2) so we must require that fB = fC from the last term in the kernel
The second requirement is that K should be symmetric in the initial and nal gluons (quantities with momentum no






). From the rst term in the kernel w








Matching the expression with the corresponding one where the primed quantities are exchanged with the not primed w
nally get fA = fB. So we arrive at fA = fB = fC = . The standard BFKL theory is characterized by  = q
2=(2s
and in general the gluon trajectory and the interaction kernel are correlated in terms of the  function.
Let us write the equation for the amplitude in the vacuum channel in the form from which the typical cancellation
of the infrared divergences in the pure BFKL theory is manifest






















The idea in [13, 14] was to change (q) so that it correspond to a running rather a xed coupling. For the runnin
coupling some conclusions about the form of (q) can be made considering the vacuum channel equation in the limiting
case of very large q. In this case one has, assuming that (q) grows with q, the approximated equation in the forward
direction (q = 0)
























which, on comparing with the DGLAP evolution equation in the leading order in ln 1=x (that is, in the double leading
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; q !1 (2.9)
nd a proportionality relation between the amputated pomeron wave function (x; k2) and the gluon distribution
g(x; k2). It evidently diers from the xed coupling case by changing the xed coupling constant s to a running
ne s(q
2). As a result, with a running coupling, both the gluon trajectory and its interaction have to be changed
multaneously in an interrelated manner, so that the resulting equation is dierent from the BFKL one already in the
eading order.
The behaviour of (q) at small q, comparable or even smaller than the QCD parameter , cannot be established
om any theoretical calculation, since this domain is non-perturbative. To take into account these connement eect
we choose (q) at nite q in a simple form:
(q) = (b=2)f(q) ; f(q) = (q2 +m21) ln((q
2 +m2)=2) (2.10)
with b = (1=4)(11 − (2=3)NF ) and m  , which agrees with (2.9) for large q and remains nite up to q = 0. It
llows for the freezing of the coupling and the connement proper to occur at somewhat dierent scales (m and m1
espectively). However, on physical grounds, one feels that they should be of the same order.
A preliminary study of the properties of the pomeron with (q) given by (2.10) for m = m1 was performed by the
ariational technique in [13, 14]. It was found that the intercept depended on the ratio m= quite weakly: as m=
hanges from 1.5 to 5.0 the intercept (minus one)  falls from 0.4 to 0.25. On the other hand, the slope depends on
his ratio very strongly. This allows to x the ratio m= to values in the interval 3.04.0.
This variational study, although very simple, cannot however give values for the intercept and especially for the
ope with some precision. Still less can be found by this method about the properties of the pomeron wave function
ssential for the high-energy behaviour of the physical amplitudes, for some aspects studied in [50]. Finally, one does
ot receive any knowledge about the existence of other solutions with a positive intercept. All these reasons give us
motivation to undertake a numerical study of the two-gluon vacuum channel equation with in general the gluon





























where T is the gluon colour vector (T1T2 = −Nc in the vacuum channel) and the function (q) satisfying (2.9).
The parametrization (2.10), with b xed, does not evidently take into account the change in NF which occurs on
avour thresholds. In principle this can easily be remedied by assuming NF and thus b depending on q
2 and varying
ccordingly. Our theory possesses a scale (actually several scales, m,m1 and ), so that the asymptotic behaviour (5)
sed to determine  refers to q2 >> m2;m21;
2. Since m  m1 is of the order of 1 GeV (the actual choice we make
n following is m = m1 = 0:82 GeV ), the only thresholds to be accounted for are those of the heavier quarks, b and
However one should take into account that our theory is much better behaved than the scale-less BFKL model.
n particular, in our case the pomeron possesses a normalizable wave function. So, in contrast to the BFKL case,
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the characteristic momenta which form the pomeron are determined by the same scale m  m1 and are therefore o
the order of several GeV=c. For this reason we expect to nd the pomeron properties with sucient precision xing
NF = 4 and forgetting about b and t thresholds. Accordingly, the calculations presented are performed with a constan
NF = 4. Clearly the found momentum wave function is strictly speaking valid up to momenta squared of the orde
100 (GeV=c)2, when the beauty threshold should be taken into account to slightly lower the value of our parameter
(by 8%). In applications to the structure functions this restricts the domain of applicability of the calculated pomeron
wave function to Q2  100 (GeV=c)2.
2.1.1 Basic equations. Pomeron at q = 0
We consider the physical case Nc = 3. The units are chosen to have  = 1. In relating to observable quantities w
take  = 0:2 GeV .












1) = E(q)(q1) (2.12
where the "energy" eigenvalue E(q) is related to the pomeron trajectory via
(q) = 1−E(q) ’ 1 + − 0q2 (2.13
The last equation, well satised for small q, denes the intercept  and the slope 0. In (2.12) the trajectories ! and
the kernel Kvac are given by the eqs. (2.11) with T1T2 = −3 and the function  given by (2.10). To symmetrize th
kernel we pass to the function
 (q1) = (q1)=
q
(q1)(q2) (2.14
We also take out the common numerical factor 6=((11 − 2=3NF )) and express all terms via the function f(q) also







1) = (q) (q1) (2.15















































Both parts are evidently symmetric in q1 and q
0
1. The scaled energy  is related to the initial one by
E =
6
(11 − (2=3)NF )
 (2.19
eq. (2.15) simplies in the case when the total momentum of the two gluons is equal to zero. With q = 0 the two part
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his is the equation which we shall solve numerically.
To reduce to a one-dimensional problem we introduce the angular momentum of the gluons n and choose the
olution in the form
 (q) =  n(q
2) exp in (2.23)
where  is the azimuthal angle. Integrating over it in the equation, we obtain an one-dimensional integral equation for








1) =  n(q
2) (2.24)
with the kernel now given by
Ln(q
2; q21) = −Bn(q











f(q2 + q21 − 2qq1 cos)
(2.26)








Evidently eq. (2.24) is very similar to a Schro¨dinger equation with an attractive interaction provided by the local
erm and a positive kinetic energy described by A, which however grows very slowly at high momenta (as ln ln q).
herefore the attraction becomes smaller with growing n and we expect to nd negative energies, corresponding to
ntercepts larger than unity, only for small n. Remember that for the BFKL pomeron only the isotropic state with
= 0 has a negative energy. Our calculations reveal that the introduction of the running coupling following does not
hange this situation: states with jnj > 0 all have positive energies. So in the following we consider the case n = 0.
.1.2 Pomeron at q 6= 0: the slope
With q 6= 0 the pomeron equation becomes essentially two dimensional. Rather than attempt to solve it numerically at
ll q we limit ourselves to small values of q and determine not the whole trajectory (q) but only the slope 0 dened
y (2.13). This can be done in a much simpler manner using a perturbative approach. We present "the Hamiltonian"
n (2.15) Hq = Aq + Lq in the form Hq = H0 +W (q) and calculate analytically W (q) up to terms of the second order
n q. Then for small q the value of the energy (q) will be given by the standard perturbation formula
(q) = (0)+ < W (q) > (2.28)
where < > means taking the average with the wave function at q = 0, determined from the numerical solution of
he equation discussed in the previous section. Thus we avoid solving the two-dimensional problem, but, of course,
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cannot determine more than the slope. Fortunately it is practically all we need to study the high-energy asymptotic
(although, of course, the knowledge of the trajectory as a whole might be of some interest).
In order to derive an expression for W (q) we pass to the relative momenta l and l0 q1(2) = (1=2)q + (−)l and
similarly for the primed momenta. Up to the second order in q we have






(q  l)2] (2.29
where






















2) it suces to replace l by l
0 in th
expressions for f(q1) and f(q2). We use the notation a
0
1 = a1(l
0) and a02 = a2(l
0). We also need the expansion for f(q)
f(q) = f(0)(1 + a3q









The perturbation W (q), up to second order in q, can be expressed via the introduced functions a1;2 and a
0
1;2 and th

















































(q  l)2] (2.33












and the one coming from the separable part as
W3(l; l





















As mentioned, only isotropic solutions have the intercept larger than one and are of interest. Then the expression
for W (q) =
P
i=1;2;3Wi has to be integrated over the azimuthal angles. Thus integrated values will be denoted W^i
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.1.3 Numerical procedure and results
q. (2.24) was rst changed to the variable t = ln q2 whereupon the wave function and the kernel transform according
o
 (q2)! ~ (t) = q (q2) (2.40)
nd
L(q2; q21)! ~L(t; t1) = qq1L(q
2; q21) (2.41)
erforming a discretization on a grid the equation was reduced to a nite system of linear equations by approximating
he integral by a sum Z 1
−1




with the grid points ti and weights wi depending on the chosen approximation scheme. The nal equation is thus
nX
j=1




wi ~ (ti) (2.44)
nd
Bij = A(ti)ij +
p
wiwj ~L(ti; tj) (2.45)
he vector space for x has been chosen in order to obtain a symmetric matrix B. After determining the lowest
igenvalues  and the corresponding eigenvectors xi the wave function in the momentum space is directly given by
2.40) and (2.44) at points q2 = exp ti. It should be normalized according toZ
d2q
(2)2
j (q)j2 = 1 (2.46)
Note that this wave function is a partially amputated one (see eq. (2.14)). The full (non-amputated) wave function is
iven by (q) =  (q)=(q) (in the forward case). It is this function that appears in the physical amplitudes.
The results for the lowest (and negative) eigenvalues of energy for the case n = 0 (isotropic pomeron) are presented
n Fig. 2.1. Actually energies with an opposite sign are shown, which according to (2.13) give precisely the intercepts
minus one). As mentioned, the QCD scale here and in the following is taken to be  = 0:2 GeV . In Fig. 2.1.a
he intercepts are shown for the case when the two scales m and m1 in (2.10) are equal. Fig. 2.1.b illustrates the
ependence of the intercepts on the ratio m=m1. The most interesting observation which follows from these gures at
nce is that in all cases one observes two positive intercepts, which correspond to two dierent supercritical pomerons,
he leading and subleading ones. The single cut, characterizing the BFKL spectrum, is deformed with the introduction
f the running coupling and a discrete part of the spectrum, giving some poles, appears. The intercept of the leading
omeron is found to be in accordance with the earlier calculations [13, 14], performed by the variational method (it is
ightly larger, which was to be expected). For physically realistic values of m and m1 in the interval 0:5 1:0 GeV it
akes on values in the region of 0:5 0:3 falling with the masses m and m1. The same trend is seen for the intercepts
f the subleading pomeron, which lie in the interval 0:25  0:15.
































Figure 2.1: .Pomeron intercepts as a function of the infrared regulator mass m = m1;
 = 0:2 GeV (a) and for dierent values of the connement parameter m1












Figure 2.2: Pomeron slopes as a function of the infrared regulator mass m = m1;
 = 0:2 GeV .















Figure 2.3: Coordinate space wave functions for the leading (0(r)) and subleading
(1(r)) pomerons. Both r and  are in units 1= ’ 1 fm.
The slopes of the two found pomerons are shown in Fig. 2.2 as a function of m for the case m = m1. The slopes
epend very strongly on the value of the regulator mass. The physically reasonable slopes for the dominant pomeron
f the order of 0  0:25 (GeV=c)−2 restrict the values of m to the region 0:7 − 0:9 GeV . So nally we choose
m = 0:82 GeV (2.47)
which leads to the following parameters of the leading (0) and subleading (1) pomerons
0 = 0:384; 
0
0 = 0:250 (GeV=c)
−2; 1 = 0:191; 
0
1 = 0:124 (GeV=c)
−2 (2.48)
n Fig. 2.3 we show the coordinate space wave functions (r) of these two pomerons.
.1.4 Pomerons and the high-energy scattering.
o apply the found results to the actual physical processes one has to couple the pomerons to the external sources
orresponding to the colliding particles. The only way to do it in a more or less rigorous manner is to assume that both
he projectile and target are highly virtual photons, or heavy onia, with momenta q and p respectively, −q2 = Q2 >> 2
nd −p2 = P 2 >> 2. Then the non-perturbative eects inside the target and projectile can safely be neglected. We
hall address to the very complicated problem of coupling the gluons to the virtual photons in the running coupling
amework in section 2.3 and consider here the simple lowest order approach, sucient for the BFKL pomeron, where
he coupling is small and xed. This corresponds to taking the contribution of a pure quark loop into which the
ncoming photon goes. We shall then need of the colour densities of the virtual photons whose explicitly form, in
he forward case, was found in [46] for both transverse and longitudinal photons. In the appendix A.2 we present a
eneralization for the non-forward case, both in momentum and coordinate representation, since we shall need of it,
t least formally, in the third chapter, where we return to the xed coupling formalism.
We shall try in the following to understand the role of the two found pomeron states and analyze the situation in
which more than one pomeron is exchanged. The last situation can be seen as an attempt to understand some aspects
which are related to higher order corrections needed to restore the unitarity. Incidentally the true situation is more
omplicated, as is shown in chapter 3, since, for a two pomeron amplitude, one has to take into account the triple
omeron interaction, which can take a form which absorbs completely the double pomeron exchange.
Nevertheless the contribution of multipomeron scattering to some processes is of interest and we shall try to
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b
Figure 2.4: Structure functions of a virtual photon (P = 1 GeV=c) at Q2 = 4 and
100 (GeV=c)2 as a function of x (a) and of the proton at Q2 = 4 and
100 (GeV=c)2 as a function of x (b) (solid curves). Dashed curves show the
contribution of a single pomeron exchange.
analyze it as done in [50] where the scattering amplitude in the large colour number limit takes an eikonal form fo



























is essentially the Fourier transform of the (non-amputated) Green function of eq. (2.12), G(; q; q1; q
0
1), considered a




2. The functions q and p correspond to th
colour densities of the projectile and target photons, respectively.
The found supercritical pomerons represent a part of the total pomeron spectrum which contributes to the Green
function, in the high energy limit, with a term given by












where i and i are the trajectories and wave functions of the leading (0) and subleading (1) pomerons. At high  w
can neglect the dependence on the total momentum q of the wave functions, taking them at q = 0, and approximat
the trajectories according to (2.13). Then all the quantities in (2.49) become determined, so that we can calculat
the cross-sections for both the transversal and longitudinal projectile photon and thus nd the structure function o
the virtual photon target. We have taken for the latter a transversal photon with the lowest momentum admissibl
of P = 1 GeV=c. The resulting structure functions are presented in Fig. 2.4.a for the interval of small x which w
extended to extraordinary small values to clearly see the unitarization eects.
To move closer to reality one has to consider hadronic target and projectiles. The connement eects make any
rigorous treatment of such a case impossible. Rather than to introduce arbitrary parameters (in fact, functions) w
extend the formula (2.49) to hadronic target and projectile substituting the photonic colour densities by hadronic ones
For the latter we take a Gaussian form and a normalization which follows from the comparison to the electromagneti
densities with only the simplest quark diagrams taken into account. In particular for the proton we take the Gaussian
, with the observed electromagnetic proton radius and normalized to three. Such a treatment, in all probability































Figure 2.5: Proton-proton total cross-sections as a function of c.m. energy
p
s (the
solid curve). The dashed curve shows the contribution of a single pomeron
exchange. The dash-dotted curve marks the Froissart bound.
omewhat underestimates the density, since it does not include coupling to gluons.
The proton structure functions and the proton-proton total cross-sections which follow from this approximation for
he densities are shown in Figs. 2.4.b and 2.5 respectively. To see the unitarization eects we had again to consider
xtraordinary high values of 1=x and energies, well beyond our present experimental possibilities.
In discussing these results, we have rst to note that their overall normalization is somewhat undetermined, since
he exact scale at which  enters into ln  factors is unknown. A second point to note is that the subleading pomeron
ontribution is always very small: it amounts to a few percent at smallest values of 1=x and s considered and naturally
ets still smaller at higher 1=x or s.
As one observes from Figs. 2.4-2.5, the structure functions and cross-sections monotonously rise with 1=x, s and
Q2. Studying the asymptotics of the solutions of eq. (2.12) at high q and of eq. (2.49) one can show that this rise is
ogarithmic. In particular, the structure function of the virtual photon rises as ln4(1=x) and as ln(q2) with   2:5.
he proton-proton cross-section eventually rise as ln2 s, as expected. Comparison to the Froissart bound (dash-dotted
ne in Fig. 7) shows however that it remains far from being saturated.
The most interesting result that follows from Figs. 2.4-2.5 is that the unitarization eects become visible only at
xceedingly very small values of x or very large values of s, well outside the range of the present experiment. They
ppear earlier at lower Q2. Still at the smallest value Q = 2 GeV=c considered, the exchange of more than one pomeron
chieves only 15% of the total for the proton structure function at x = 10−10. Likewise the relative contribution of
many pomerons to the proton-proton cross-section rises to 23% only at
p
s  105GeV .
Comparing the calculated proton structure functions and the cross-sections with the experimental results at highest
=x and s available we observe that our results are essentially smaller than the observed ones. Experimental value of
F2p(Q
2; x) at Q2 = 8:5 (GeV=c)2 and x = 0:000178 is 1:19  0:05  0:16 [52]. Our calculations only give a value 0.17.
he pp cross-section at
p
s = 1800 GeV is around 80 mbn [53], whereas our result is 18:5 mbn. Of course, having in
mind the uncertainties in the overall normalization and a very crude picture for the pomeron coupling to the proton
ssumed, one cannot ascribe too much importance to this fact. However one is tempted to explain this underestimation
f the experimental values by the simple reason that we are too far from the pure asymptotic regime yet and that other
olutions of eq. (2.12) dierent from the found supercritical pomerons and having their intercepts around unity give
he bulk of the contribution at present energies. This may also explain the notorious discrepancy between a high value
f the hard pomeron intercept, of the order 0.35{0.5, and the observed slow growth of the experimental cross-section,
well described by the "soft pomeron" with an intercept around 0.08.
If this picture is correct then we may expect that with the growth of energy the cross-sections will grow faster and
aster, until at
p
s  10 TeV they will become well described by a pure hard pomeron with the intercept 0.35{0.5.
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This power growth will continue until energies of an order 1000 TeV when nally the unitarity corrections set in to
moderate the growth in accordance with the Froissart bound.
2.2 Inclusive jet production.
2.2.1 General formalism.
We shall consider in the following the scattering of two highly virtual photons (or heavy "onia") to make the derivation






















Here q(p) is the momentum of the projectile (target);  = qp = (1=2)s; G(; q; q1; q
0
1) is the non-amputated pomeron
Green function in the momentum space, q being the total momentum of the two gluons and q1 (q
0
1) being the initia
(nal) momentum of the rst gluon; q(p) is the dipole colour density of the projectile (target). For the virtual photon
we take the colour dipole densities from [44].
In the high energy limit the dominant term of the Green function comes from the two mentioned supercritica
pomeron states:












where i and i are the trajectories and wave functions of the leading (0) and subleading (1) pomerons.
Mini-jets appear as intermediate gluon states in the Green function (2.53). They possess arbitrary k? subject to
condition k2? << s. The inclusive cross-section for their production can be calculated by splitting the Green function
in (2.52) as indicated in Fig. 2.6 whihc means that we perform the substitution
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1) (2.54
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The appropriate kinematical variables are the rapidity and transverse momentum of the observed gluon (jet)
y = 12 ln
k+
k−
and k?, respectively ; we also have si = 2i and s1(2) = k?
p
se−(+)y . It is convenient to use a mixed
(momentum-coordinate) representation for the Green functions:




eiq1rG(; 0; q1; k) (2.57










Figure 2.6: The substitution for the Green function used to calculate the inclusive jet
production cross section.
Dening i(r) = i(r)− i(0) we can write









i  hiiq(p) =
Z
d2rq(p)(r)i(r) (2.59)


















 i(k1) j(k1 + k?)
(k?)
− 3(0)i(k1)j(k1 + k?)
i
(2.60)
Since the found supercritical pomerons are isotropic in the transverse space the inclusive cross-section I(y; k?) also
urns out to be isotropic and therefore we can integrate over azimuthal angles in (2.60). Dening for the full and





 ^(k1; k?) =
Z 2
0
d(k1 + k?)(k1 + k?) (2.61)




























The results of numerical calculations of the cross-section (2.62) and also its generalization to more interesting case
of hadronic targets or/and projectiles will be discussed in the next section. In the rest of this section we shall study
the asymptotic behaviour of the found inclusive jet production cross-section at very small and very large transvers
momenta and also its y -dependence.
As to the latter, all y-dependence in (2.62) comes from the factor exp(−y(i − j)) which has its origin in th
existence of two dierent supercritical pomerons. Evidently in the limit s ! 1 this dependence dies out, since th
relative contribution of the sub-dominant pomeron becomes negligible. The model thus predicts an asymptotically fla
y plateau at very high energies.
At small k? the cross-section (2.62) evidently goes down as k
1
? , since all other factors are nite in this limit
However one should remember that (2.53) gives the dominant contribution only while (k2?s) continues to be large. A
too small k?, when the above quantity becomes nite, all other states from the spectrum of the two-gluon equation
(2.12), hitherto neglected, begin to give comparable or even dominant contribution, so that the found k1? behaviou
ceases to be valid.
To nd the asymptotic behaviour of the inclusive cross section for k? !1 we need to know the behaviour of th













where  = −1 − 3bE so that in the forward scattering case  depends just on the intercept of the corresponding
pomeron state. Let us study now the behaviour of (2.60) for k? !1. Using (q) =  (q)=(q) 
1
q4
(ln q2)−1 we ndR
d2q(q) <1, so that for the second term in the integrand of (2.60) we getZ









To analyze the rst term we use the identityZ
d2k1
(2)2
 i(k1) j(k1 + k?) = 2
Z 1
0
rdrJ0(k?r) i(r) j(r) (2.65















Putting f(r)  (ln 1r )
i+j+2 we obtain the leading behaviourZ
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his asymptotics corresponds to the standard quark-counting rules behaviour ( 1=k4?), modied by a power factor
ue the pomeron energetic dependence and a logarithmic factor coming from the pomeron wave function, i.e. from the
unning of the coupling. Note that in (2.68) the k? and s dependencies are separated. As a result we nd that the
verage hk?i is nite and independent of s and hk
2
?i  s
, since it formally diverges for (2.68) and one has to restrict
2
? < s.














Bs0 ln s+ Cs0. Since the total cross-section has the form  = As0 at large s, we get the mentioned asymptotical
xpression for the multiplicity. Of course this result is valid only in the extreme limit s!1. At large but nite s the
xistence of two dierent pomerons leads to some additional non-trivial s-dependence.
It is instructive to compare our asymptotic results with those obtained in the BFKL xed coupling model. In the
atter case the inclusive cross section is of course badly behaved in the k? ! 0 limit due to scale invariance. It is also
ery dierent in the high k? limit. At very large k? such that ln k? 
p


















where a2  (ln s − 4y2= ln s). Thus for large k? the BFKL cross section goes down faster than any power. Also one
btains that hln k?i 
p
ln s so that both k? and k
2
? grow with s.
To bring these predictions in better correspondence with the physical reality, as mentioned, various modications
f this orthodox BFKL approach have been introduced. In particular in [51, 45] the fusion of gluons via "fan" diagrams
was assumed to take place at high gluonic densities, which was considered as a way to partially restore the s-channel
nitarity. Then, under some additional assumptions, a 1=k4? asymptotic behaviour similar to (2.68) was found. In
ur model such a behaviour naturally follows without introducing additional assumptions or imposing the unitarity
estrictions.
.2.2 Numerical results.
aking the wave function evaluated numerically in [15] we have computed the cross section (2.62).
In Fig. 2.7.a we present d2=dydk? for the process γ
γ (in units c = 1). We have chosen the projectile photon
o have virtuality Q = 5GeV=c and the target one to have virtuality P = 1GeV=c. The center of mass energy is
p
s = 540GeV .
Of course, processes involving hadronic targets or/and projectiles are much more interesting from the practical
oint of view. However these require some non-perturbative input for the colour densities of the colliding hadrons.
A possible way to introduce it is evidently to convert eq. (2.12) into an evolution equation in 1=x and take initial
onditions for it from the existing experimental data. Postponing this complicated procedure for future studies, we use
ere a simpler approach, taking for the hadron (proton) a Gaussian colour density with a radius corresponding to the
bserved electromagnetic one. Such an approximation, in all probability, somewhat underestimates the coupling of the
adron to the pomeron, since the coupling of the latter to constituent gluons is neglected. Nevertheless, we hope that
gives a reasonable estimate for the inclusive cross-section. Using this approach we get the inclusive jet production
ross-sections for the γp and pp scattering shown in Fig. 2.7.b and 2.7.c respectively.
A common feature of jet production in all processes is that the cross-section reaches a maximum at k?  1 GeV=c
om which it monotonously goes down both for smaller and larger k?.
In Fig. 2.8 the cross-section d=dy integrated over k? in the interval 0:5  20 GeV=c is presented for the process
2.2 Inclusive jet production. 37
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Figure 2.7: Inclusive jet production cross sections for the processes γγ at
p
s =
540GeV with Q2 = 25(GeV=c)2 and P 2 = 1(GeV=c)2 (a), for γp at
p
s =
540GeV with Q2 = 25(GeV=c)2 (b) and for pp at the same c.m.s. energy
(c).
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Figure 2.8: Cross-sections d=dy for the pp process at
p
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Figure 2.9: Multiplicities hni as a function of the center of mass energy
p
s for the
processes γγ (the solid curve),γp (the dashed curve) and pp (the dotted
curve).
p. The limitations in the numerical calculations of the wave functions do not allow us to study higher values of k?,
o that we cannot numerically reach the region where the asymptotical behaviour (2.68) is strictly valid.
In Fig. 2.9 we show jet multiplicities as a function of s for the three studied processes γγ, γp and pp. As one
bserves, their magnitude and behaviour prove to be quite similar.
We also tried to estimate the average hk?i. Unfortunately, although it exists according to (2.68), its value results
ery sensitive to the high momentum tail of the pomeron wave function, poorly determined from our numerical
alculations. To avoid this diculty we chose to calculate the average hln k?=i instead. This average at xed y
epends on s and y only due to the existence of two dierent pomerons, so that this dependence should die out at large
nough s. In fact the found average hln k?=i turns our to be practically independent of y and very weakly dependent
n s in the whole studied range of s and y, rising from 3.97 at
p
s = 20 GeV to 4.19 at
p
s = 20 TeV . These values
mply a rather high average k? rising from 10.6 GeV=c at
p
s = 20 GeV to 13.2 GeV=c at
p
s = 20 TeV .
Our calculations show that the introduction of a running coupling constant on the basis of the bootstrap condition
ures all the diseases of the orthodox BFKL approach for jet production. At high k? the cross-section becomes well-
ehaved and more or less in accordance with the expectations based on the quark counting rules. At small k? no
ngularity occurs, although contributions from other states is expected to dominate.
As to s- and y -dependence, our predictions are even simpler than in the BFKL approach, since the running of the
oupling converts the branch point in the complex angular momentum plane, corresponding to the BFKL pomeron,
nto poles, of which only two are located to the right of unity and contribute at high energies. As a result at super-high
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energies, when only the dominant pomeron survives, the y-dependence completely disappears and the s-dependenc
reduces to the standard s0 factor. At smaller s some y- and extra s-dependence appears due to the existence of two
supercritical pomerons.
With all these renements, some basic predictions of the BFKL theory are reproduced. The cross-section fo
mini-jet production rises fast and saturates the total cross-section as s!1. Jet multiplicities rise logarithmically.
However hk?i turns out to depend on s weakly and its calculated value results pretty high, of the order of 10
12 GeV=c. This should be contrasted to the experimentally observed much lower values of hk?i rising with energy
A natural explanation of this discrepancy follows from the results [15] shown in the rst section of this chapter in
particular from the study of the structure functions and total cross-sections in our model: at present energies th
contribution from the two supercritical pomerons only covers a part of the observed phenomena because we are stil
rather far from the real asymptotics. The bulk of the contribution comes from other states, which produce a much
softer spectrum of particles. The observed rise of the hk?i is then related to the dying out of these sub-asymptotica
states. Our prediction is then that the rise of hk?i should saturate at the level of 10-12 GeV=c.
This circumstance has also to be taken into account when discussing the numerical results presented in Figs. 6-9
Probably they also illustrate predictions for considerably higher energies than the present ones, at which, according to
the estimate made in [15], they should account for  20% of the observed spectra.
To obtain predictions better suited for present energies one should evidently take into account all states present in
the spectrum of the pomeron equation (2.12) and not only the two supercritical pomerons. To realize this program an
evolution equation in  following from (2.12) seems to be an appropriate tool. As mentioned, it could also eectively
take into account the non-perturbative eects related to the pomeron coupling to physical hadrons.
2.3 Evolution of the gluon density.
For the forward scattering amplitude the pomeron equation (2.12) for the isotropic wave function with an inhomoge
neous term reads
(H −E) =  0 (2.71
Taking the Mellin transformation of (2.71) one converts it into an evolution equation in 1=x:
@
@ ln 1=x
 (x; k) = −H (x; k) (2.72
which should be supplemented with an initial condition at some x = x0
 (x0; k) =  0(k) (2.73
containing the non-perturbative input about the coupling to the hadronic target.
The physical interpretation of the pomeron wave function is provided by the fact that in the DLLA scheme eq










which coincides with the standard equation for the unintegrated gluon density xg(x; k2) in the DLLA limit. In fact
this circumstance lies at the root of our method to introduce a running coupling into the scheme. Thus we may identify
(x; k) = cxg(x; k) (2.75
The normalizing factor c cannot be determined from the asymptotic equation (2.74). We shall be able to x it by
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tudying the coupling of the pomeron to the incoming virtual photon in the next section.
.3.1 Coupling to the virtual photon
Once the function  proportional to the gluon density is determined, one has to couple it to the projectile particle to
alculate observable quantities. In particular, to nd the structure function of the target one has to couple the gluons
o the incoming virtual photon, that is, to nd the colour density (q; k) which connects the photon of momentum q
o the gluon of momentum k. This problem is trivial within the BFKL approach with a xed small coupling. Then it
sucient to take the colour density in the lowest order 0(q; k), which corresponds to taking for it the contribution
f a pure quark loop into which the incoming photon goes.
The problem complicates enormously when one tries to introduce a running coupling into . Then one has to take
nto account all additional gluon and qq pair emissions which supply powers of the logarithms of transverse momenta.
Apart from making the coupling run, they will evidently change the form of (q; k). Unfortunately the bootstrap
elation can tell us nothing about the ultimate form of the colour density with a running coupling, which essentially
elongs to the t-channel with a vacuum colour quantum number. So we have to nd a dierent way to introduce a
unning coupling into .
A possible systematic way to do this consists in applying to the photon-gluon coupling the DGLAP evolution
quation. One may separate the colour density from the rest of the amplitude by restricting its rapidity range to some
maximal rapidity y0  logQ2 (which, of course should be much smaller than the overall rapidity Y  logQ2=x). Then
he kinematical region of (q; k) will admit the standard DGLAP evolution in Q2. Solving this equation one will nd
he quark density at scale Q2 of the gluon with momentum k (i.e. essentially the structure function of the gluon with
he virtuality k2). This is exactly the quantity needed to transform the calculated gluon density created by the target
nto the observable structure function of the target. As a starting point for the evolution one may take the perturbative
olour density 0 at some low Q
2 when the logs of the transverse momenta might be thought to be unimportant.
This ambitious program, combining both evolution in both 1=x and Q2, does not, however, look very simple
o realize. As a rst step, to clearly see the eects of the introduction of a running coupling preserving the gluon
eggeization, we adopt a more phenomenological approach here, trying to guess a possible correct form for (q; k) on
he basis of simple physical reasoning and also using the DLLA to x its nal form.






n fact, the projectile particle should be coupled to the full pomeron wave function =2. From the physical point of
iew this expression is fully satisfactory for physical particles. However it is not for a highly virtual projectile.
To see this, we rst note that for the forward amplitude our method of introducing a running coupling reduces to a
ery simple rule: the scale at which the coupling should be taken is given by the momentum of the emitted real gluon
(k − k0)2 in the upper rung in Fig. 2.10). Now take Q2 very large and apply the DLLA approximation. Then the
momenta in the ladder become ordered from top to bottom
Q2 >> k2 >> k0
2
>> :::::
n this conguration, as can be traced from (2.71) and (2.76), all s’s acquire the right scale (i.e. corresponding to
he DGLAP equation) except for the upper rung: s(k
2) appears twice. In order to clearly see why this happens let
s explicitly write eq. (2.71) which describes the interactions in the ladder of Fig. 2.10 (the kinetic part given by the




Figure 2.10: Forward amplitude for the scattering of a photon with a reggeized gluon..
trajectories of the two reggeized gluons is denoted by T )







Constructing by iteration the solution, for example at the second order, one has
(2)(k) =
2















E − T (k00)
(2.78
and by taking the limit of the DLLA approximations one obtains
(2)(k) =
2















E − T (k00)
(2.79
It is evident that after taking this limit there is no cancellation of one (k) term in (2.76). Therefore this defect can
be understood if one notices that the upper gluon is, in fact, coupled to a virtual particle. If this particle were a gluon
then the interaction Kq in (2.11) would cancel one of the two (k
2)’s and substitute it by an  taken at the scal
corresponding to its own virtuality. We assume that something similar should take place also for virtual quarks to
which the gluon chain may couple. The scale of the particle momenta squared which enter the upper blob in Fig. 10
should have the order Q2 (this is the only scale that remains after these momenta are integrated out). As a result th





where Q21 has the same order as Q
2.
The approximation we assume in this paper is that the substitution (2.80) is sucient to correctly represent th
photon colour density with a running coupling. We shall check its validity by studying the quark density which result
from (2.80) in the DLLA approximation and comparing it with the known result based on the DGLAP equation.
Explicitly the zeroth order density 0 has the following forms for the transverse (T) and longitudinal (L) photon
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see e.g. [44] and do the integration in the quark loop momenta)

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(2.84)





((T ) + (L)) (2.85)
In the DLLA limit only the transverse cross-section contributes. We can also neglect the quark masses in this
pproximation. Then, with a substitution (2.80), from (2.76), (2.81) and (2.85) we obtain an expression for the quark










d(2 + (1− )2)((1 + 2z2)g(z) − 1) (2.86)
where g(z) is given by Eq. (2.84) and we assumed that large values of k2 < Q2 contribute in accordance with the DLLA
pproximation. In this approximation the asymptotics of the gluon density xg(x; k2) and consequently of (x; k2) is
nown:





ln ln k2 (2.87)













ln ln k2 (2.88)
On the other hand, let us consider the DGLAP equation in the small x limit (in such a case it is possible to neglect














)g(y;Q2) ; Pqg(z) = 2[z
2 + (1− z)2] (2.89)












ln ln k2 (2.90)
As we observe the approximation (2.80) for the colour density of the photon projectile leads to the correct relation
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between the quark and gluon densities in the DLLA limit. This justies the use of (2.80), at least for high enough
1=x and Q2. Comparing (2.88) and (2.90) we also obtain the normalization factor c which relates the pomeron wav
function to the gluon density
c = 2b0=3 (2.91
2.3.2 The initial distribution
To start the evolution in 1=x we have to x the initial gluon density at some small value x = x0. Evidently, the smalle
is x0, the smaller is the region where we can compare our predictions with the experimental data. On the other hand
if x0 is not small enough, application of the asymptotic hard pomeron theory becomes questionable. Guided by thes
considerations we choose x0 = 0:01 as our basic initial x although we also tried x = 0:001 to see the influence o
possible sub-asymptotic eects.
The initial wave function (x0; k
2) has to be chosen in accordance with the existing data at x = x0 and all k
available. The experimental F2 is a sum of the singlet and non-singlet parts, the latter giving a relatively smal
contribution at x = 0:01. Our theory can give predictions only for the singlet part (and one of the criteria for it
applicability is precisely the relative smallness of the non-singlet contribution). The existing experimental data a
x = 0:01 give values for F2 averaged over rather large intervals of x and Q
2. For all these reasons, rather than to try to
adjust our initial (x0; k
2) to the pure experimental data, we have preferred to match it with the theoretical prediction
for the gluon density and the singlet part of F2 given by some standard parametrization tted to the observed F2 in a
wide interval of Q2 and small x. As such we have taken the GRV LO parametrization [54]. The choice of LO has been
dictated by its comparative simplicity and the fact that at x = 0:01 the dierence between LO and NLO is insignicant
Thus, for the initial distribution we have taken the GRV LO gluon density with an appropriate scaling factor
Putting this density into eqs. (2.75),(2.76) and (2.85) one should be able to reproduce the sea quark density and thu
the singlet part of the structure function. In the GRV scheme the relation between the gluon density and the quark
density is much more complicated and realized through the DGLAP evolution. Since the DGLAP evolution and th
pomeron theory are not identical, one should not expect that our initial gluon density should exactly coincide with
the GRV one to give the same singlet structure function. One has also to have in mind the approximate character o
our colour density  at small Q2. In fact, with the initial  given by (2.75) and the gluon density exactly taken from
the GRV parametrization at x = 0:01 we obtain a 30% smaller values for the singlet part of the structure function a
given by the same GRV parametrization, the dierence growing at low Q2. To make the description better we used a
certain arbitrariness in the scale Q21 which enters (2.80) and also the scale at which the coupling freezes in the density





ln((0:17 Q2 + 0:055 (GeV=c)2)=2)
(2.92
With this (Q21) the obtained singlet structure function at x = 0:01 has practically the same Q
2 dependence as th
GRV one, although it results 30% smaller in magnitude. This mismatch can be interpreted in two dierent ways
Either we may believe that the gluon density given by the GRV is the correct one and the deciency in the singlet par
of the structure function is caused by our approximate form of the colour density  (which is most probable). Or w
may think that the colour density to be used in the DGLAP should coincide with ours only for large enough Q2 and
1=x and at nite values they may somewhat dier (our relation (2.75) was established strictly speaking only in th
DLLA limit). Correspondingly we may either take the relation (2.75) as it stands and use the GRV LO gluon density a
x = 0:01 in it, or introduce a correcting scaling factor 1.3 which brings the structure function calculated with the help
of (2.76)-(2.85) into agreement with the GRV predictions. In the following we adopt the second alternative, that is w
assume that our initial gluon distribution at x = 0:01 is 30% higher that the one given by the GRV parametrization
Of course to strictly compare the rate of growth of the distribution under evolution one should take into account th
















Figure 2.11: The singlet part of the structure function of the proton at x = 0:01.
The continuous line is the result of our calculation while the dashed line
correspond to the GRV prediction.
ierences at the starting point.
The singlet part of the structure function at x = 0:01 calculated from (2.76)-(2.85) with this choice is shown in
ig. 2.11 together with the GRV predictions. However one can easily pass to the rst alternative by simply reducing
ur results by factor 1.3.
.3.3 Numerical results
With the initial wave function (x = 0:01; k2) chosen as indicated in the preceding section we solved the evolution
quation for 10−8 < x < 10−2.
The adopted computational scheme consists in diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in (2.71), reduced to one dimension
n the transverse momentum space after angular averaging, and represent the initial wave function as a superposition
f its eigenvectors. To discretize k2 a grid was introduced, after which the problem is reduced to a standard matrix
ne. To check the validity of the obtained results we have also repeated the evolution using a Runge-Kutta method,
esulting in a very good agreement. The nal results obtained for the gluon distribution xg(x;Q2) as a function of x
or various Q2 are shown in Fig. 2.12 where the rst two plots correspond to x and Q2 presently available, whereas
he last two plots show the behaviour of the calculated gluon density in the region up to very small x and very high
Q2, well beyond the present possibilities. For comparison we have also shown the gluon densities for the GRV LO
arametrization [54], for the MRS parametrization [55] and also for the BFKL evolution as calculated in [56].
Putting the found gluon densities into eqs. (2.76)-(2.85) we obtain the (singlet part of) proton structure function
F2(x;Q
2). The results are illustrated in Fig. 2.13 for the x dependence. As for the gluon densities, the experimentally
nvestigated region is shown in the rst two plots, in which the existing experimental data from [10] are also presented.
Finally, to see a possible influence of sub-asymptotic eects, we have repeated the procedure taking as a starting
oint for the evolution a lower value x = 0:001. The resulting gluon distributions and structure functions are also
resented in the above gures.
To discuss the results obtained we have to remember that they involve two quantities of a dierent theoretical
tatus. One is the pomeron wave function  which can be identied with the gluon distribution (up to a factor).
he other is the quark density (which is equivalent to the structure function), for which we actually have no rule for
he introduction of a running constant and which in the present calculation involves a semi-phenomenological ansatz
2.80). Evidently the results for the latter are much less informative as to the eect of the running coupling introduced
n our way. Therefore we have to separately discuss our prediction for the gluon distribution, on the one hand, and for
he structure function, on the other.




































































Figure 2.12: The gluon distributions as a function of x evolved from x = 0:01 and
x = 0:001 for the experimentally accessible kinematical region and for
asymptotically high values of Q2 and 1=x. Standard DGLAP evolved
parametrizations (GRV-LO and MRS) and the BFKL evolved distribu-
tions from [56] (we report only few points connected by lines) are shown
for comparison. For the latter distribution one should take into account a
further factor which actually has been chosen in [56] to reduce the initial
distribution (see text).
Let us begin with the gluon distribution. Comparing our results with those of GRV, which correspond to th
standard DGLAP evolution, we observe that at high enough Q2 and low enough x our distributions rise with Q and
1=x faster than those of GRV. This dierence is, of course, to be expected. The hard pomeron theory in any version
predicts a power rise of the distribution with 1=x to be compared with (2.87) for the DGLAP evolution. As to th
Q-dependence, the xed coupling (BFKL) hard pomeron model predicts a linear rise, again much stronger than (2.87)
Our running coupling model supposedly leads to a somewhat weaker rise. From our results it follows that it is stil
much stronger than for the DGLAP evolution. However one can observe that these features of our evolution becom
clearly visible only at quite high Q and 1=x. For moderate Q < 10GeV=c and/or x > 10−4 the dierence between
our distributions and those of GRV is insignicant. As to the DGLAP evolved MRS parametrization, it gives th
gluon distribution which lies systematically below the GRV one and, correspondingly, below our values, the dierenc
growing with Q and 1=x.
To compare our gluon evolution dynamics with the BFKL one, as presented in [56], we have to remark that w
should take a huge correcting factor that depends in Q2 for the following reasons: we must remember of the facto
1.3 discussed in section 4 and we should note that the starting values used in [56] for the gluon distribution are lowe
than the GRV values, by a factor 1:92 at Q2 = 4 GeV 2=c2 and by a factor 1:1 at Q2 = 1000 GeV 2=c2. According
to this to compare just the evolution in this two models we should multiply our distribution by a factor that is 0:4
at Q2 = 4 GeV 2=c2 and that is 0:7 at Q2 = 1000 GeV 2=c2. Taking into account this factors looking at Fig. 2.12 w
see that there is a good agreement for not too small x values between the two evolutions, while looking at the value




































































Figure 2.13: x dependence of the singlet part of the proton structure function obtained
by evolution from x = 0:01 and x = 0:001, compared to the GRV prediction
and the ZEUS 94 data. Values for asymptotically high values of Q2 and
1=x are also shown.
t very small x in all the Q2 interval our model predicts a quite slower growth of the gluon distribution. We note
lso that the spectral method we have used shows how the dominant components of the spectrum contribute to the
volution of the gluon density; some small changes of the initial gluon distribution may results in dierent projections
nto the spectral basis, but cannot lead to a very dierent behaviour at very small x, even if, as it is, the initial gluon
istribution is well known in a restricted Q2 interval. This is because the rst two dominant states are precisely giving
n important contribution in this interval.
Passing to the structure functions we observe in Fig. 2.13 that our results give a somewhat too rapid growth with
=x in the region 10−3 < x < 10−2 as compared to the experimental data (and also to the parametrizations GRV tted
o these data). With the scaling factor 1.3 introduced to t the data at x = 0:01 we overshoot the data at x < 10−3
y 25%. Without this factor we get a very good agreement for x < 10−3 but are below experiment at x = 0:01
y the same order. This discrepancy may be attributed either to sub-asymptotic eects or to a poor quality of our
nsatz (2.80). Comparison with the result obtained with a lower starting point for the evolution x = 0:001 shows that
ub-asymptotic eects together with a correct form of coupling to quarks may be the nal answer.
Chapter 3
Unitarization in large Nc limit: the three
pomerons vertex
In the rst chapter we have reviewed and analyzed some aspect and properties of the BFKL approximation to th
pomeron which is based on the application of the perturbation theory to QCD in the Regge kinematical region and
corresponds to small xB in processes such as DIS. Specically the BFKL pomeron is based on the resummation o
the leading large logarithms in 1=x and presents the important feature of a steep increase of the cross sections as x
decreases, with a power like behavior in 1=x. This is, as we already noted in the rst chapter, in contrast with th
bound set by unitarity. In fact this is the well known Froissart bound [41], which sets the limit to the increase behavio
with energy of the total hadronic cross section to ln2 s and which, for DIS, would lead to the growth bound of ln2 1=x
[42, 43]. Taking the double logarithmic limit, where one resums powers of (ln 1=x lnQ2) and which thus come out also
from the small x limit of the DGLAP approach, one has a somewhat less dramatic increase, in accord to an exp (
p
1=x
behavior, but still unitarity is strongly violated.
Therefore, to extend the kinematical region of validity of the approach one has to go beyond the leading logarithmi
approximation. This is in principle a formidable task and could also not be very satisfactory in presence of hadron
which cannot be studied only with perturbative methods. Here we shall be interested only in a perturbative analysis
which nevertheless is better established for the study of processes like onium-onium scattering, and one hopes that any
result could give some new insight to the complete theory which surely would need of a non-perturbative treatment.
A systematic approach to take into account a minimal set of corrections necessary to restore the unitarity ha
been studied by Bartels [19]. The higher order amplitudes, which contain any number of (reggeized) gluons in th
t-channel, are constructed using unitarity and dispersion relations starting from the lower order ones and one has a
coupled system of equations for the n reggeized gluon state amplitudes. The main feature is the presence of transition
vertices which change the number of reggeon in the t-channel and thus leads to a reggeon eld theory.
The study of this problem is far from being complete. The rst step has been to consider the coupled equation
for the amplitudes relative to 2, 3 and 4 gluons in the t-channel [20]. The most interesting object which appears is an
eective vertex for the transition between 2 and 4 gluon in the t-channel. This vertex has been found to be conforma
invariant [21] and in the appropriate color subspace is related to the triple pomeron vertex. Another element of som
interest is the 4-gluon interacting state (and its generalizations to n gluons) satisfying the so called BKP equation
[22, 23]. This amplitude, characterized by a constant number of gluons in the t-channel, has been studied in the larg
Nc limit and the system has been proved to be complete integrable and equivalent to an XXX Heisenberg zero spin
model [24, 25, 26].
The BFKL amplitudes and the 2! 4 eective reggeon vertex have been interpreted in terms of correlation function
of a 2D conformal eld theory [27, 28] hoping to obtain in the future such a formulation for the eective QCD in th
Regge limit. In this context some work [57] has been done to understand the spectrum of the 4 gluon state in term
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f the scaling dimension of some operators appearing in the twist expansion of the amplitude in the short distance
mit. The idea is based on the fact that, due to the strong symmetry of a bidimensional conformal eld theory, all the
nformations are contained in the scaling dimensions of the operators present in the OPE (operator product expansion)
nd in the expansion coecients.
We shall be interested here in the study of the coupled system of equations up to 4 reggeized gluons in the t-channel
n the large Nc limit [29, 30]. The analysis will be performed at the leading and next to leading order (NLO) in 1=Nc
nce it is at the latter level that the double pomeron amplitude will appear. A link to some results coming from the
ipole colour approach let arise the possibility of a general constructions of the n pomeron amplitudes in the large Nc
mit. In order to better understand this one should go beyond the 4 gluon system. Already the 6 gluon system in the
arge Nc limit is capable to show if some equivalence with the A.H. Mueller approach to dipoles is maintained, since it
eems that the latter leads to a system of fan diagrams with only a triple pomeron interactions.
We shall start introducing the formal general system of equations for the 4 gluons system and its main properties.
Written the system for the large Nc limit case the solutions in the leading order are given and at the NLO in 1=Nc
ystem studied. The double pomeron amplitude at NLO is found to separate in a direct double pomeron exchange
DPE) contribution and in a triple pomeron interaction (TPI) term. The TPI term can be written in terms of 3 point
unction building blocks which are shown to be conformally invariant so that the same property, as already known, has
o be shared by the triple pomeron vertex.
It is later shown in detail the interesting fact that the DPE contribution can be substituted by a completely
quivalent TPI term (the inverse is not true). The absence of DPE terms was already noted for Nc = 3 in [20] and, in
act, in this form the nal vertex interactions left essentially coincides in the two approaches, provided one takes the
mit Nc ! 1. Coupled to pomerons, this vertex eectively reduces to the one found by R. Peschanski in [31], in a
olour dipole framework. In particular this fact has been contemporaneously also shown by Korchemsky [28]. However
his does not mean that the double dipole density in the dipole approach coincides with the diractive amplitude in
he s-channel unitarity approach: there are certain terms in the latter which are missing in the double dipole density
nd an asymmetry factor which distinguish, in the rapidity evolution, between the original pomeron and the two which
riginate from the split.
Finally a section is devoted to study some properties of higher order dipole densities in the A.H. Mueller approach
which are found to be represented by a set of pomeron fan diagrams with only a triple pomeron coupling.
.1 General unitarization approach
A program devoted to considering a minimal subset of next to leading logarithmic contributions necessary to construct
unitary amplitude has been carried in J. Bartels work [19]. The basic object under consideration is the amplitude Dn
or the coupling of n reggeons (gluons) to two external elementary particles in a colour singlet state. These amplitudes
esult from a multiple discontinuity analysis from which emerges the feature that the number of reggeized gluons in
he t-channel is not conserved. This fact can be also analyzed in the physical t-channel region (t > 0) looking for the
iscontinuities along the t-cut associated with the threshold for the reggeon production. One nice feature due to the
luon reggeization property is the absence of contributions, in the adjoint colour representation, to the partial wave
mplitude cut related to n-particle production with n > 2.
Let us write the formal system of equations in cascade for the Dn amplitudes (seen as vectors in the appropriate







D2(fkig) = D20(fkig) + [K2!2 ⊗D2](fkig)




















In the above equations Dn0 is the lowest order term with the gluons coupled directly to the qq loop. K2!2 is the BFKL
interaction kernel with the gluon propagators included. Remembering the expression for its momentum dependence






















it is possible to give the expression for the kernels K2!3 and K2!4 in a simple way. In fact, dening
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one has, on including the colour structure,




























Moreover in the coupled system of equations (3.1) the sums run over all possible pairwise interactions and the symbo





The analysis of the colour structure for the system of 4 gluons was performed by Bartels in [19], separating th
gluons in two pairs, each in the same colour quantum state belonging to the set ( 1, 8A, 8S , 10 + 10, 27). Therefor
the amplitude has been characterized by a 5-dimensional colour vector for the three dierent signature assignment
(−;−), (+;+), (+;−) and it has been possible to reduce the general operator K4!4, which should appear in principl
in the last term of the equation for D4, in a sum of K2!2 operators acting on dierent colour subspaces.
3.2 Large Nc limit for the system of four reggeized gluons
The set of equations (3.1) for the system of four reggeized gluons, coupled to a fermion loop in a colour singlet state
found by J. Bartels and M. Wuestho [20] for the real case Nc = 3 is quite complicated because of the colour structure
The large Nc limit [1, 2] is interesting because in the leading order the amplitude for the system is based on a
single BFKL pomeron exchange, i.e. one has a fully reggeizing contribution. Performing a perturbative analysis at th
NLO in 1=Nc one nds a subleading diractive amplitude which consists of a sum of a DPE and a TPI terms, in ful
correspondence with the Regge-Gribov picture.
The results presented in this section where studied in [29] and [30] respectively for the forward and for the mor
general non-forward direction case which is necessary to study also the conformal invariance properties of the 2 ! 4
eective gluon vertex.
3.2.1 Leading order in 1=Nc
The results for a system of two and three gluons are not sensitive to the Nc !1 limit, which instead aects the fou
gluon case.
Let us rst consider the two gluon system. In the lowest (zero) order approximation the 2 gluon amplitud
discontinuity (Mellin transformed to the complex angular momentum j) is given by the qq loop with the two gluon
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ttached to it in all possible ways (4 diagrams in all). Their colour indices a1 and a2 enter into the colour trace
Trfta1ta2g = (1=2)a1a2 , where ta is the colour of the quark. Separating this trace and the coupling g
2 and projecting
n the vacuum colour state j0i = (1=N)a1a2 we write the zero order contribution in the large Nc limit as
D20(1; 2) = D20(2; 1) = g
2Nc (f(1 + 2; 0) − f(1; 2)) (3.5)
where we use the notation in which only the number of the gluon is indicated whose momentum enters as a variable
nd f(1; 2) = f(2; 1) is a contribution of the qq loop with gluon 1 attached to q and gluon 2 attached to q. Its explicit
orm can be easily found (see Appendix A.2) but has no importance for the following.
The basic quantity is the full amplitude D2. It corresponds to the exchange of two reggeized gluons (the BFKL
mplitude) and satises the BFKL equation
S20D2 = D20 + g
2NcV12D2 (3.6)
where S20 is the 2 gluon "free" Schro¨dinger operator for the energy 1− j
S20 = j − 1− !(1)− !(2) (3.7)
(k) is, as usual, the gluon Regge trajectory, V12 is the BFKL interaction and the previous found D20 acts as an
nhomogeneous term. For simplicity we leave here the ⊗ symbol understood.
For the number of exchanged gluons n = 3; 4 amplitudes Dn(j) are dened as integrals of Dn(j1; :::jn−1), depending
n n − 1 partial t-channel angular momenta, over all ji subject to condition
Pn−1
i=1 (ji − 1) = j − 1 corresponding to
onservation of "reggeon energies". Moreover we extend the notation for the n reggeized gluon free Schro¨dinger operator
ening Sn0 = j − 1−
P
i !(i).
The three gluon system is described by an equation which can be solved in terms of the D2 amplitudes thanks to
he gluon reggeization property. It is worth to study its colour structure. The colour factor associated to the lowest
rder amplitude of three gluons attached to the quark loop is given by the trace Trfta1ta2ta3g = (1=4)ha1a2a3 , where
a1a2a3 = da1a2a3 + ifa1a2a3 is cyclic symmetric and satises the properties
ha1a2a3 = ha2a1a3 ;
X
cd




hacdhbcd = −ab(4=N) (3.8)










rthonormal in the large Nc limit and project the above lowest order amplitude on to these states. The result can
e expressed in terms of the function f because the momenta of the gluons attached to the same fermion line sum
ogether; there is also an overall sign depending on the parity of the number of gluons attached to the quark or to the










D20(2; 1 + 3)−D20(1; 2 + 3)−D20(3; 1 + 2)
i
(3.10)
Due to the global colour singlet state, each pair is in an adjoint representation and the interaction cannot change the
olour conguration. Remembering the bootstrap property each two reggeon state in an adjoint representation gives
ne reggeon state so that the considered three gluon amplitude must reduce to a superposition of BFKL pomeron
mplitudes.
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(V12 + V23 + V31)D3 (3.11
The second inhomogeneous term D
(123)
2!3 is related to the contribution which arises for the transition from 2 to 3 gluons








W (1; 2; 3; 1030)⊗D2(1




W2(1; 2; 3) (3.12
In the equation for the orthogonal state j213i the inhomogeneous terms have opposite sign. As expected the solution











D2(2; 1 + 3)−D2(1; 2 + 3)−D2(3; 1 + 2)
i
(3.13
This can be easily proved (see appendix A.4) directly using (3.3) to transform D
(123)














V12 ⊗ 1 = !(1) + !(2)− !(1 + 2) (3.14
to obtain contributions coming from BFKL equations for amplitudes where two reggeized gluons have fused into one
Let us now consider the four gluon system. In the leading order the colour conguration is much more conveniently
described by the order of gluons along the cylinder surface 1234, 1324, etc. If one takes the lowest order amplitud
given by the contributions of 16 diagrams with the 4 gluons attached in all possible ways to the qq loop, one has fo
each case a color factor given by the trace Trfta1ta2ta3ta4g = (1=8)ha1a2bha3a4b + (1=4Nc)a1a2a3a4 . In the Nc ! 1





together with others, diering for a permutation, orthonormalized in the large Nc limit. The zero order amplitud




















D20(2; 1 + 3 + 4) +D20(3; 1 + 2 + 4)−D20(1 + 2; 3 + 4)−D20(1 + 3; 2 + 4)
i
(3.17
The gluons lie on a cylinder attached to the qq loop and all the neighbouring pairs are globally in an adjoint repre
sentation. Moreover in the leading order in 1=Nc all the interactions across the cylinder are suppressed and only th
neighbouring gluons interact.
























(V21 + V13 + V34 + V42)D
(2134)
4 (3.18
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W2(1; 2 + 3; 4) (3.19)









W (2; 3; 4; 20; 40)⊗D
(124)
3 (1; 2













W (1; 2; 4; 10; 40)⊗D
(134)
3 (1






t can be shown that also the solutions for the 4 gluons amplitudes can be written in terms of the two reggeon amplitudes
ust by substituting the D20 terms in (3.16) and (3.17) by D2 ones. Thus in the leading order in 1=Nc the 4 reggeized
luon system reduces to a single pomeron.
.2.2 Next to leading order in 1=Nc
he corrections at the NLO in 1=Nc force to consider the two subsystems of gluons (12) and (34). The state which
elates to the diractive amplitude and contributes to the triple pomeron interaction is characterized by both the
ubsystems in a colour singlet state so that we shall project the zero order state of the 4 gluons attached to the quark









D20(i; 1 + 2 + 3 + 4− i)−
4X
i=2
D20(1 + i; 2 + 3 + 4− i)) (3.21)
which is explicitly down by a factor 1=Nc respect to the 4 gluons amplitudes at leading order (its order is g
4Nc compared




40 ). The full diractive amplitude D
(0)
4 (directly related to the diractive















where there is also an inhomogeneous term D
(0)
4!4 which comes from a LO 4 gluon cylindric conguration due to the
nteractions between adjacent gluons as well as across the cylinder. In the Bartels approach [19] the corresponding
ransitions are related to the matrix elements 12 and 13 (which turns out to be zero) of the matrix KT4!4. The












W (1; 2; 3; 1030)⊗D
(134)
3 (1
0; 30; 4)−W (1; 2; 4; 10; 40)⊗D
(134)
3 (1
0; 3; 40) +
W (2; 3; 4; 20; 40)⊗D
(124)
3 (1; 2

















rom the inspection of these inhomogeneous terms one can observe that each one is given by the action of some operator
n the BFKL pomeron amplitude D2. It is then possible to dene an operator Z associated to the triple pomeron














Figure 3.1: Graphical representation of the conformal invariant function G in term of
which the vertex Z is constructed: for each line one has to write the corre-
sponding propagator, for each vertex the square of the sum of the momenta
above or below that vertex and the propagators of the lower lines are omit-
ted.
vertex and acting on the BFKL pomeron
















The three-pomeron vertex operator Z can be conveniently reexpressed in terms of a new function G(k1; k2; k3) (se
also appendix A.3) which is dened as the vertex K2!3 for the transition of 2 to 3 gluons, integrated with the BFKL
pomeron and regularized in the infrared by terms proportional to the gluon trajectory in the same manner as in th
total BFKL kernel
G(k1; k2; k3) = G(k3; k2; k1) = −g
2NcW2(k1; k2; k3)−D(k1; k2 + k3)(!(k2)− !(k2 + k3))−
D(k1 + k2; k3)(!(k2)− !(k1 + k2)) (3.26
It is a generalization of a similar function of two momenta introduced in [20] for the forward case and in the graphica
notation introduced by Bartels it can be written as illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
If we write D
(0)







2 G(2; 3 + 4; 1) + 2 G(3; 1 + 2; 4)−G(1 + 3; 2; 4) −G(1 + 4; 2; 3) −
G(1 + 4; 3; 2) −G(2 + 4; 3; 1) +
D2(1; 2 + 3 + 4) (2!(3 + 4)− !(3)− !(2 + 3 + 4)) +
D2(2; 1 + 3 + 4) (2!(3 + 4)− !(3)− !(1 + 3 + 4)) +
D2(3; 1 + 2 + 4) (2!(1 + 2)− !(2)− !(1 + 2 + 4)) +
D2(4; 1 + 2 + 3) (2!(1 + 2)− !(2)− !(1 + 2 + 3)) +
D2(1 + 3; 2 + 4) (!(2 + 4)− !(2)− !(3)) +
D2(1 + 4; 2 + 3) (!(2 + 3)− !(2)− !(3))
i
(3.27
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his expression is not symmetric in gluons (12) nor in gluons (34) and, since the function D
(0)
4 is symmetric in both







2 G(1; 3 + 4; 2) + 2 G(2; 3 + 4; 1) + 2 G(3; 1 + 2; 4) + 2 G(4; 1 + 2; 3) −
G(1 + 3; 2; 4) −G(1 + 3; 4; 2) −G(2 + 3; 1; 4) −G(2 + 3; 4; 1) −
G(1 + 4; 2; 3) −G(1 + 4; 3; 2) −G(2 + 4; 1; 3) −G(2 + 4; 3; 1) +
D2(1; 2 + 3 + 4) (2 !(2 + 3 + 4)− 2 !(2 + 4)− 2 !(2 + 3) + !(3) + !(4)) +
D2(2; 1 + 3 + 4) (2 !(1 + 3 + 4)− 2 !(1 + 4)− 2 !(1 + 3) + !(3) + !(4)) +
D2(3; 1 + 2 + 4) (2 !(1 + 2 + 4)− 2 !(2 + 4)− 2 !(1 + 4) + !(1) + !(2)) +
D2(4; 1 + 2 + 3) (2 !(1 + 2 + 3)− 2 !(1 + 3)− 2 !(2 + 3) + !(1) + !(2))
D2(1 + 3; 2 + 4) (2 !(1 + 3) + 2 !(2 + 4)− !(1)− !(2)− !(3)− !(4)) +











G(1; 2 + 3; 4) +D2(1; 2 + 3 + 4)(!(2 + 3)−!(2 + 3 + 4)) +D2(4; 1 + 2 + 3)(!(2 + 3)−!(1 + 2 + 3))
i
(3.29)






G(1; 2 + 3; 4) +G(1; 2 + 4; 3) +G(2; 1 + 3; 4) +G(2; 1 + 4; 3) +
D2(1; 2 + 3 + 4)(!(2 + 3) + !(2 + 4)− 2 !(2 + 3 + 4)) +
D2(2; 1 + 3 + 4)(!(1 + 3) + !(1 + 4)− 2 !(1 + 3 + 4)) +
D2(3; 1 + 2 + 4)(!(1 + 4) + !(2 + 4)− 2 !(1 + 2 + 4)) +
D2(4; 1 + 2 + 3)(!(1 + 3) + !(2 + 3)− 2 !(1 + 2 + 3))
i
(3.30)
We nally come to the term D
(0)
4!4. The operator V23 + V14 − V13 − V24 is antisymmetric under the interchange of 1











(V23 + V14 − V13 − V24)[D2(1 + 3; 2 + 4)−D2(1 + 4; 2 + 3)] (3.31)
As we have previously noted these terms are due to the interaction between dierent gluons (e.g V13D2(1 + 4)) or
within the same gluon (e.g. V13D2(1 + 3)).






[(V13 + V24)D2(1 + 4) + (V23 + V14)D2(1 + 3)] (3.32)
o reduce it to the expression of the same type as before we use the identity (see appendix A.4):
V13D2(1 + 4) = W2(2 + 3; 1; 4) +W2(2; 3; 1 + 4)−W2(2; 1 + 3; 4) −W2(2 + 3; 0; 1 + 4) (3.33)
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G(1; 2 + 3; 4) +G(1; 2 + 4; 3) +G(2; 1 + 3; 4) +G(2; 1 + 4; 3) −
G(1; 3; 2 + 4)−G(1; 4; 2 + 3)−G(2; 3; 1 + 4)−G(2; 4; 1 + 3)−
G(3; 1; 2 + 4)−G(3; 2; 1 + 4)−G(4; 1; 2 + 3)−G(4; 2; 1 + 3) +
2 G(1 + 3; 0; 2 + 4) + 2 G(1 + 4; 0; 2 + 3) +
D2(1; 2 + 3 + 4)(!(2 + 3) + !(2 + 4)− !(3)− !(4)) +
D2(2; 1 + 3 + 4)(!(1 + 3) + !(1 + 4)− !(3)− !(4)) +
D2(3; 1 + 2 + 4)(!(2 + 4) + !(1 + 4)− !(1)− !(2)) +
D2(4; 1 + 2 + 3)(!(1 + 3) + !(2 + 3)− !(3)− !(4)) −












[(V13 + V24)D2(1 + 3; 2 + 4)+
(V23 + V14)D2(1 + 4; 2 + 3)] (3.35







D2(1 + 3; 2 + 4)(
4X
i=1
!(i)− !(1 + 4)) − !(2 + 3) +
D2(1 + 3; 2 + 4)(
4X
i=1
!(i)− !(1 + 3)− !(2 + 4))
i
(3.36














G(1 + 3; 2; 4) +G(1 + 3; 4; 2) +G(1; 3; 2 + 4) +G(3; 1; 2 + 4) +
G(1 + 4; 2; 3) +G(1 + 4; 3; 2) +G(1; 4; 2 + 3) +G(4; 1; 2 + 3)−
2G(1; 3 + 4; 2) − 2G(3; 1 + 2; 4) −G(1; 2 + 3; 4) −G(2; 1 + 4; 3) −
G(1; 2 + 4; 3) −G(2; 1 + 3; 4) −G(1 + 3; 0; 2 + 4)−G(1 + 4; 0; 2 + 3)
i
(3.37
One may note from the form of the K2!3 vertex that, after multiplying by the gluon propagators, the G function
vanishes if the rst or the third argument is zero, but the property in not true for the second argument. Howeve
at the global vertex level, after having performed the sum (3.37) of all the contributions, the validity of the Ward
identities is restored.
Let us end this section looking at the form of the solution of the equation (3.25). In fact it can be easily solved and











The DPE term DDPE4 comes from the inhomogeneous term D
(0)
40 and its explicit form can be conveniently written
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nd to restore the structure of the inhomogeneous term D
(0)
4 the amplitudes must belong to two equations with a
roper inhomogeneous part. D
(r)






(eikjr − 1) + g2NcV12D
(r)
2;j (3.42)
nd a similar relation regards the second pomeron. In the rapidity space one can directly write this contribution as a
roduct of two BFKL amplitudes relative to the two colour singlet pairs
D
(r)





he part DTPI4 is the TPI contribution. It can be written as a convolution in the rapidity space:
DTPI4 (1; 2; 3; 4;Y ) =Z Y
0
G2(1; 2; 1
020;Y − y)G2(3; 4; ; 3
040;Y − y)⊗ Z(10; 20; 30; 40; 100; 200)⊗D2(1
00; 200; y) (3.44)
where G2 is the BFKL Green function and the symbols ⊗ mean integrations over intermediate momenta. This equation
learly shows that Z is just the three-pomeron vertex.
.3 Conformal invariance
n [20] it was introduced the vertex V (1234). For a non-zero momentum flow in the t-channel it can be written in a






G(1; 2 + 3; 4) +G(2; 1 + 3; 4) +G(1; 2 + 4; 3) +G(2; 1 + 4; 3)
−G(1 + 2; 3; 4) −G(1 + 2; 4; 3) −G(1; 2; 3 + 4)−G(2; 1; 3 + 4) +G(1 + 2; 0; 3 + 4)
i
(3.45)
his vertex is conformal invariant [21] in the following sense. If one transforms V D2 to the transverse coordinate space
nd integrates it over the 4 gluon coordinates with a conformal invariant function, the resulting integral is invariant
nder conformal transformation of gluon coordinates. Comparing (3.45) and (3.37) one immediately see that our vertex
Z can be written as
Z = V (1324) + V (1423) (3.46)
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and thus is conformal invariant.
However a stronger conformal property is satised: not only the combination (3.45) of functions G is conforma
invariant, but each function G(1; 2; 3) is conformal invariant by itself. This is related to the fact that the function G
dened in (3.26) represents a natural generalization of the BFKL kernel not only in respect to its infrared stability bu
also in its conformal properties.
To prove the previous statement one needs a representation of G in the coordinate space. We give all the technica
details in appendix A.3 and use here the computed nal expressions.
Denote the integral part of G, given by the W2 term in (3.26) as G1 and the remaining terms related to the gluon
trajectories as G2. In A.3 the following expression is derived:
G1(r1; r2; r3) = A1D2(r1; r3) (3.47






























Here rij = ri − rj and c = ln(2=m) +  (1) with m the gluon mass acting as an infrared cuto.
The transformation of the part G2 requires introduction of an ultraviolet cuto  due to the presence of the gluon
trajectory terms. Of course the nal results do not depend on . One obtains
G2(r1; r2; r3) = A2D2(r1; r3) (3.49
















The four terms in A2 correspond to the four respective terms in G2. We remember that the singular operators 1=r
2
1






+ 22(r) ln ; ! 0 (3.51
which is the expression in (A.69) and does not depend on . Summing A1 and A2 the terms containing lnm cancel
thus the dependence on the gluon mass desappears and G(r1; r2; r3) is infrared stable.





2r3(r1; r2; r3)G(r1; r2; r3) (3.52
where function  is conformal invariant. We shall demonstrate that the integral I does not change under conforma




2 D2(r1; r2) is conforma
invariant, as it has been shown in the rst chapter.
It is sucient to study the behaviour of the function G only under the inversion since the invariance under trans
lations and rescaling is obvious. The complex notation (see section 3 of the rst chapter) is more convenient for thi
aim: under inversion one has
r ! 1=r; k  −i@ ! r2k (3.53
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herefore (for real r)







here are some contributions which are evidently invariant under inversion. For example taking the last term from A1





d2r(r; r; r)@2Ψ(r; r) (3.56)
which is conformal invariant, since both functions  and Ψ are invariant, and the factor r−4 from d2r is cancelled by
he factor r4 from @2.
Terms with the denominators r212 and/or r
2













n which the regularization (3.51) is implied. Under inversion the ultraviolet cuto  is transformed into 1 = r1r2












(r1; r1; r3) ln r
2





All the other terms in A1 +A2, proportional either to 
2(r12) or to 
2(r23) can be divided into two parts. On one
de one has terms in which the -function is multiplied either by a constant or by ln r13. It will give rise to a part of
he integral I3. Terms with a constant are evidently invariant under inversion. However those containing ln r13 are not





































nd a3 is obtained by interchange 1 $ 3. As shown in the section 1.3 the operator a1 can be transformed into a
ierent form more convenient to analyze its properties under inversion. Indeed, in the complex notation, one writes
he expression:
~a1 = ln r13 + ln k1 + c:c (3.62)
A useful relation, between pseudo-dierential operators,




1 ln r13 k1 (3.63)
an be deducted from the eq. (1.43). On applying it one nds




1 − ln r13 + c:c (3.64)
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Since under the inversion we have
ln r213k1 ! ln r
2
13k1 − 2 ln r3 (3.65
the change in a1 is


















Summing all the changes one has I2 + I3 + I4 = 0 and this proves that the total integral I is indeed invarian
under inversion and, hence, under a global conformal transformation.
3.4 Double pomeron exchange and triple pomeron interaction









It can be constructed as a sum of the DPE and a TPI parts as in eq. (3.38) from the sum of various inhomogeneou
terms.
However a more detailed analysis is instructive. Let us separate from this known exact solution some arbitrary
function f , which may depend on the angular momentum j:
D
(0)











40 + ZD2 − [S40 − g
2Nc(V12 + V34)]f + g
2Nc(V12 + V34) ~D
(0)
4 (3.70
where the total inhomogeneous part has changed
D
(0)
40 + ZD2 ! D
(0)
40 + ZD2 −X ; X = [S40 − g
2Nc(V12 + V34)]f (3.71
This procedure seems quite trivial but, as we shall see, gives some insight into the structure of the eq. (3.68) and
of its solution. To this end we choose f to be the BFKL function which depends on some gluon momenta. The idea
of separating a reggeization piece which correspond to BFKL pomerons has already been used in [20] and we shal
try here to see in detail how it works; in this way we shall also be able to compare the results obtained in the two
approaches. The separation of this simple term f in the amplitude leads to the subtraction of a new inhomogeneou
term X which acquires the structure of a triple pomeron term. This means also that one can calculate some speci
triple pomeron contributions expressing them in terms of simple functions.
Let us see how this procedure works in some important cases, diering for the momenta which enter in the separated
BFKL function. We shall nd that, with a particular simple choice for f , one is able to completely cancel the D
(0
40
which generates the DPE contribution. In the following, for simplicity, only the forward case is considered.
Let f = (1=2)g2D2(1) = (1=2)g





2Nc(V12 + V34)]D2(1) (3.72
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[g2Nc(V0 − V12 − V34) + 2!(1)−
X
!(i)]D2(1) (3.73)
Making use of the relation
(V0 − V12)D2(1) = −W2(1; 2; 3 + 4) (3.74)
where W2 is dened by (3.12) and (3.3), applying the bootstrap for the (34) gluon system
g2NcV34D2(1) = 2(!(3 + 4)− !(3)− !(4))D2(1) (3.75)
nd introducing the function G(1; 3) with two arguments [20], which coincides with G(1; 2; 3) for the forward direction




[D20(1) +G(1; 3 + 4) +D2(1)(!(3) + !(4) − 2!(3 + 4)) +D2(1 + 2)(!(2) − !(1 + 2)] (3.76)
hus we nd that the changed function ~D
(0)
4 will satisfy an equation with a new inhomogeneous term
D40 + ZD2 +
g2
2
[−D20(1)−G(1; 3 + 4)
−D2(1)(!(3) + !(4) − 2!(3 + 4))−D2(1 + 2)(!(2) − !(1 + 2))] (3.77)
Note that the additional term −(1=2)g2D20 will cancel the identical term in D
(0)
40 . As a result, one has converted the
ouble pomeron exchange contribution coming from (1=2)g2D20(1) into a triple pomeron contribution corresponding
ssentially to G(1; 3 + 4) and in the same time has explicitly separated the term (1=2)g2D2(1) in the amplitude. In
ther words, one can calculate the triple pomeron contribution corresponding to a vertex
g2
2
[−G(1; 3 + 4)−D2(1)(!(3) + !(4)− 2!(3 + 4))−D2(1 + 2)(!(2) − !(1 + 2))]
s a sum of the double pomeron exchange coupled to −(1=2)g2D20(1) and a term (1=2)g2D2(1).
Evidently this result is trivially generalized for f = D2(i), i = 2; 3; 4 by simple permutation of indexes 1,2,3 and
and one may note that the separated terms found for the amplitude have the same momentum dependence of the
orresponding zero order cancelled terms. Let us see if this is true also for the last three terms in (3.21).







[g2Nc(V0 − V12 − V34) + 2!(1 + 2)−
X
!(i)]D2(1 + 2) (3.78)
n terms of W we have
V0D2(1 + 2) = −W2(1 + 2; 0; 3 + 4) (3.79)
he bootstrap gives
g2Nc(V12 + V34)D2(1 + 2) = 2D2(1 + 2)(2!(1 + 2)−
X
!(i)) (3.80)




[−D20(1 + 2) +G(1 + 2; 3 + 4)−D(1 + 2)(4!(1 + 2)−
X
!(i))] (3.81)
Again we see that the term with the double pomeron exchange coupled to g2(1=2)D20(1 + 2) can be transformed into
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a triple pomeron vertex, essentially, into −G(1 + 2; 3 + 4) term.
Finally we study a more complicated case with f = (1=2)g2D2(1 + 3). In this case we nd
V0D2(1 + 3) = −W2(1 + 3; 0; 2 + 4) (3.82
Calculation of V12 or V34 applied to D2(1 + 3) is done using the formula (see appendix A.4)
V12D2(1 + 3) = W2(2 + 4; 1; 3) +W2(4; 2; 1 + 3)−W2(3; 1 + 2; 4) −W2(1 + 3; 0; 2 + 4) (3.83
and
V34D2(1 + 3) = W2(2 + 4; 3; 1) +W2(2; 4; 1 + 3)−W2(1; 3 + 4; 2) −W2(1 + 3; 0; 2 + 4) (3.84





D20(1 + 3) +G(1; 2 + 4) +G(2; 1 + 3) +G(3; 2 + 4) +G(4; 1 + 3)
−G(1; 2) −G(3; 4) −G(1 + 3; 2 + 4)−D2(1)(!(3 + 4)− !(3))
−D2(2)(!(3 + 4)− !(4))−D2(3)(!(1 + 2)− !(1)) −D2(4)(!(1 + 2)− !(2))
i
(3.85
The result for f = (1=2)g2D2(1 + 4) is obtained from this after the permutation of 3 and 4.




[G(1; 3) +G(1; 4) +G(2; 3) +G(2; 4)] (3.86
are not changed under these transformations and thus correspond to a true triple pomeron interaction. All the rest can
be transformed into terms which are essentially double pomeron exchange contribution. Conversely, one can eliminat
terms from the double pomeron exchange substituting them by equivalent triple pomeron contributions.
The most radical result follows if one takes
f = D
(0)
40 (D20 ! D2) (3.87






40 (D20 ! D2) +
Z Y
0
G2(Y − y)G2(Y − y) ~ZD2(y) (3.88





G(1; 3) +G(1; 4) +G(2; 3) +G(2; 4) +G(1 + 2; 3 + 4)
−G(1; 3 + 4)−G(2; 3 + 4)−G(3; 1 + 2)−G(4; 1 + 2)
i
(3.89
Comparing to (3.45) for the forward case, we observe that it coincides with the part V (1234) of the vertex introduced
in [20], being its leading part in the large Nc limit.
3.5 Relation to the dipole approach
According to the previous section we shall consider the DPE part completely transferred into the TPI one and study
the triple pomeron vertex in the simpler form (3.45) for a non-forward direction. It is important to note that th
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oupling to BFKL pomerons of this vertex will lead to further simplications. In fact in the coordinate space of 4
luons, the dependence on only the sum of the momenta of two gluons, say, 1+2, is translated into a factor 2(r12), so
hat the two gluons have to be taken at the same point. Since the wave functions Ψ(r1; r2) and Ψ(r3; r4) of the two
nal pomerons, coupled to the vertex, vanish if r1 = r2 and r3 = r4 respectively, all terms in eq.(3.45) which depend
ither only on the sum 1+2 and/or only on the sum 3+4 give zero, coupled to the two pomerons. Thus the eective





G(1; 2 + 4; 3) +G(1; 2 + 3; 4) +G(2; 1 + 4; 3) +G(2; 1 + 3; 4)
i
(3.90)
ince both pomeron functions Ψ(r1; r2) and Ψ(r3; r4) are symmetric in their respective arguments, due to the positive
gnature of the pomeron, all terms in (3.90) give identical contributions and one has
~ZD2 = 2g
2G(1; 2 + 3; 4) (3.91)
Moreover let as consider in the coordinate space the \improper part" of the function G(r1; r2; r3), which includes all the
erms proportional to 2(r12) or/and 
2(r23); since (3.91) is also proportional to 
2(r23) we nd that in the \improper
art" at least three gluons, either 123 or 234, are to be taken at the same point in the transverse space. Then these
erms will vanish due to the mentioned property of the pomeron wave function.
Thus only the contribution of the \proper part" is left and it is explicitely given by








with the regularization (3.51) implied).
Coupling this triple pomeron vertex to the two nal pomerons, one obtains the following expression for the triple
omeron contribution to the diractive (non-forward) amplitude:














D2(r1; r3; y)Ψ1(r1; r2;Y − y)Ψ2(r2; r3;Y − y) (3.93)
f one writes the initial pomeron amplitude D2 via the non-amputated function Ψ, which is the conformal invariant
ne, the amplitude reads





















3Ψ(r1; r3; y) (3.94)
n this form it is evident that the triple pomeron vertex is not symmetric with respect to the initial pomeron and two




3 acting on the initial pomeron. Note that this operator is essentially
product of the Casimir operators of the conformal group for the holomorphic and antiholomorphic parts. Therefore
is convenient to expand the Ψ functions in terms of the conformal basis, introduced in the rst chapter. Using (1.56)
we do this for all the three pomerons in (3.94) and compute the action of the Casimir operators by means of (1.48).
We then obtain, after the integration over y






eY (!1 +!2) − eY !












E1(r1; r2)E2(r2; r3)E(r1; r3) (3.95)
n this form the triple pomeron contribution can be compared to the double dipole density found by Peschanski [31]
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in A.H.Mueller’s colour dipole approach. One observes that the two expressions dier only in the sign and by a facto
48
an−1;an+1;
which in our approach distinguishes the initial pomeron from the two nal ones. The integral over the coordinates o
the three pomerons is the same. So essentially the three-pomeron contribution to the diractive amplitude found in
our approach coincides with the double dipole density in the dipole approach.
However one should not forget that in our s-channel unitarity approach the TPI term (3.95) does not exhaust al
the diractive amplitude. In fact we have seen that
D
(0)
4 = D40(D20 ! D2) +D
TPI
4 (3.96
At high energies the TPI term behaves essentially as s2 and the rst one as s where  is the BFKL intercept. So
one might think that the rst term could be neglected. However the correct region of the validity of the leading log
approximation, implicit in the hard pomeron theory, is g2 ln s  1 when the two terms in (80) have the same order o
magnitude. Moreover the BFKL separated term goes as 1=Nc and the TPI as g
2Nc and also these factors are of th
same order. The dipole approach uses essentially the same leading log approximation but it leads to the double dipol
density which coincides only with the TPI term in the s-channel unitarity approach and shows no trace of the rs
term. Therefore this fact points to certain dierences between the two approaches.
3.6 Higher order densities in the dipole approach
Keeping in mind this substantial agreement between the results obtained in the s-channel unitarity approach and in
the colour dipole picture for the two pomerons (dipoles) distribution, let us investigate the general structure of th
higher order dipole densities given by the latter. To see if the previous equivalence found is maintained, one should
study the multipomeron distribution in the former approach. In particular the rst step would regard the study o
the structure of the system of up to six reggeized gluons to look at the transition from 1 to 3 pomerons. In fact, a
we shall show, this coupling does not directly appear in the standard dipole picture which instead leads to a set o
fan diagrams with a single \elementary" three-pomeron coupling. If in such a context a future analysis will show th
presence of pomeron vertices of order higher than 3 then an extension to the dipole picture, for example as the on
proposed by Peshanski [31], should be required.
Following the approach of A.H. Mueller, as briefly reviewed in section 2:4, in the colour dipole formalism th
k-fold inclusive dipole density is obtained as the k-th functional derivative of the functional Dfu(ri; rf )g, taken a
u(ri; rf ) = 1 [11]. The arguments ri and rf are the dipole endpoints in the transverse plane. We remember here th
simple equation the functional D satises
















0; u)D(r2; r0; y
0; u) (3.97
Here r1 and r0 are the end points of the qq pair which determine the initial dipole; moreover we dene y = ln z10 wher
z10 is the ratio of the scaling factors of the antiquark and of the quark; !(r) is not a Fourier transform of the trajectory
but just !(k) with k=m formally substituted by r=, where  is an ultraviolet cuto. This cuto is also implied in
the singular kernel of the integral operator in r2. Let as note that eq. (3.97) is compatible with the normalization
condition D(u = 1) = 1.
The k-th derivative of eq. (3.97) give an equation for the k-fold dipole density if computed for u = 1. For k >
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we obtain













nk(r1; r2; 1; :::k; y
















(nl(r1; r2; 1; :::l; y
0)nk−l(r2; r0; l+1; :::k; y
0)
+ symmetrization terms) (3.98)
where the symmetrization terms (ST) are obtained from the explicitly shown one by taking all dierent divisions of
rguments 1; :::k into two groups with l and l− k arguments. In the k = 1 case an inhomogeneous term whose form
clear from (3.97) is present. One should note that the operator on the right-hand side acts nontrivially only on the
rst argument of the density nk. Its action on the rapidity variable y, on the contrary, is rather simple and it is better
reated in a transformed associated equation. Thus it is convenient to multiply the equation by e−2y!(r10), dierentiate
hen with respect to y and pass to the j-space by the standard Mellin transformation. After having performed these
perations one obtains



















(nl(r1; r2; 1; :::l; j1)nk−l(r2; r0; l+1; :::k; j2) + ST ) (3.99)














omparing with (3.51) we see that it does not depend on  and is ultraviolet stable. The solution of the equation








Here we have suppressed all other arguments in nk irrelevant for the time being. The densities n

k in a given conformal
tate are obtained from nk(r1; r0) by the inverse transformation which follows from orthogonality property (1.52) and






E(r1; r0)nk(r1; r0) (3.102)
herefore, to pass to the conformal basis, we integrate eq. (3.99) over r1 and r0 as indicated in (3.102). The rst term




d2r2L(r12; r20)E(r1; r2) = !E(r1; r0) (3.103)
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Therefore after the integration we obtain
(j − 1− !)n



















(nl(r1; r2; 1; :::l; j1)nk−l(r2; r0; l+1; :::k; j2) + ST ) (3.104
To nd the nal form of the equation we have only to present also the densities nl and nk−l as functions of their rs
arguments in the form (3.102). Then one has
(j − 1− !)n

k(1; :::k; j) =
Z
dj1dj2






(n1l (1; :::l; j1)n
2















is just one half of the three-pomeron vertex introduced by Peschanski. The general structure of this equation allow
one immediately to imagine a tree-like expansion of the colour dipole densities as we shall show more in detail. A
each tree node a vertex (3.106) will be present. The integral of its explicit expression has been calculated [28, 58
with the leading quantum numbers n =  = 0 for the related three pomerons and it turns out to have a quite hug
value (7766.679). Of course there will be present some correcting factors but still this means that such a perturbativ
expansion in pomeron vertices may need a complete resummation.
Eq. (3.105) allows to obtain successively dipole densities for any number of dipoles starting from the lowest orde
one-dipole density, for which
n1 () =
E()




(we recall that in this notation  includes two endpoints of the dipole i and f ; 
2  2if ).
Putting this into (3.105) for k = 2 and integrating over j1 and j2 we arrive at the expression obtained by Peschansk

















where ! = j−1. (To compare with [31] one should take into account that factors 1=(2a) are included in the denition
of sums over ’s in our notation).
As a further step we study the density for three dipoles. Eq. (3.105) for k = 3 reads











2 (2; 3; j2) + ST ) (3.109
It is instructive to study explicitely this term inserting the expressions for n11 and n
2
2 obtained earlier. Then we get
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fter integrations over j1 and j2:
n





















o this term we have to add terms which symmetrize in the three dipoles.
Studying (3.110) we see that it corresponds to the picture when rst the initial pomeron splits into two pomerons,
and 2, and afterwards the pomeron 2 splits into pomerons 3 and 4. One does not nd here a local vertex for the
ransition of the initial pomeron into three nal ones. It is not dicult to see under which condition one would get
uch a local vertex. If we forget about the dependence of the second denominator on 2, then one can sum over 2.



















E(r1; r0)E1(r1; r2)E3(r2; r3)E4(r3; r0) (3.111)
which is just the vertex from one to three pomerons introduced by Peschanski. However, the described summation is
ot possible due to the second denominator. It implies that the pomeron 2 has to evolve in y from the point of its
ormation from the initial pomeron up to the point of its splitting into the nal pomerons 3 and 4.
Thus our conclusion is that the vertex for transition from 1 to k pomerons introduced by Peschanski, in fact, does
ot appear in the solution of the Mueller equation (3.98) for the k-fold density, which rather corresponds to a set of all
an diagrams with only the triple pomeron coupling. Absence of higher-order couplings can be directly traced to the
tructure of the equation (3.97) for the generating functional D, quadratic in D, which in fact means that the basic
ertex changes one dipole into two.
The general structure of higher order vertices introduced by Peschanski hence refers to an extension, which he
roposes, to the dipole model. In his work the possibility of a splitting of one dipole into many dipoles is considered,
oing therefore beyond the standard dipole model. His idea is related to the fact that in general a contribution to the
ransition from 1 to p pomeron given by the fan diagrams would require a large rapidity interval at each splitting step
n order to ensure the validity of the Regge approximation. The derived eective eld theory is therefore more complex
ut it should be characterized by a strong symmetry since the vertices are related each other by integral relations, as
or example the one in eq. (3.111).
A general analysis of the n-reggeon amplitudes approach, based on s-channel unitarity, is not known yet, even if
ome work in this direction is in progress. Any advance in this direction will be of great interest to understand the
Regge limit eective behaviour of QCD.
To conclude this section we shall try to analyze in more details the picture one derives from the triple pomeron
nteraction structure so far veried. It has been shown that at asymptotic energies the higher-order densities in the
ipole approach correspond to the standard Regge-Gribov picture, in the tree approximation (fan diagrams), with only
he triple pomeron interaction, which however has a highly complicated non-local form. Indeed, the triple pomeron
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However in the limit s ! 1 only the lowest conformal weights contribute n =  = 0 for which an1; = 24 and
(3.113) and (3.114) coincide. Then we can forget about tildes in (3.112).














where R3 = (1=2)(r1 + r2) and similarly for the two other Green functions. Introducing R = r1 + r2 + r3 we transform








2(r12 + r23 + r31) (3.116
The coordinates themselves are r1 = (1=3)(R − r21 − r31) etc., where from we nd








lj − i(1=6)(r12l12 + r23l23 + r31l31) (3.118
where we denoted l12 = l1− l2 etc. The integral over R gives 9(2)22(l1 + l2 + l3). Presenting the remaining -function



















l12) + ir23(q −
1
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jR+ r=2jjR − r=2j
1+2i
(3.121
and where we retained only the dominant isotropic term. At s ! 1 the vicinity of  = 0 gives the dominan
contribution. If l 6= 0 then the integral in (3.121) converges at large R and we can take the functions E out of th
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where  = !n=0;=0 is the BFKL intercept and a = 7g
2Nc(3)=(2
2). As we see, the Green function asymptotically
actorizes in r and r0. This means that we obtain a quantum eld theory of pomerons with a propagator








not really depending on the momentum l) and an interaction vertex
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The vertex factorizes under the sign of the integration over q:




























jp− q + l=2jjp − q − l=2j
(3.126)






















which is evidently no more factorizable in r and r0.
Chapter 4
Conclusions
As stated in the introduction, the thesis has been devoted to the study of some issues relevant for the hard pomeron
model. Both theoretical and phenomenological aspects have been considered.
From a phenomenological point of view in the second chapter an extension to include the running coupling fo
the hard pomeron is studied. The leading singularity in this way is softened and once the infrared sector is safely
included in the model one can avoid also the problems due to the diusion mechanism which spoil out the validity
of the pure BFKL pomeron. The model, which preserves the gluon reggeization property by means of the bootstrap
condition and the right gluon distribution behaviour in the DLLA, has been studied both numerically and in som
aspects analytically. Numerical calculations were addressed to the computation of the spectrum and eigenfunctions o
the Schro¨dinger-like equation for the pomeron. The spectrum has shown a discrete part and for the wide paramete
range two negative \energies" states corresponding to two supercritical pomeron states. The slope of each singularity
has been calculated with a perturbative approach. The sensitivity of the model is mainly with respect to only on
infrared parameter, a mass which we chose to x forcing a value for the slope of the leading singularity. We hav
applied such a model to the process of two virtual photon scattering and to see some unitarization eects we hav
considered in the large Nc limit a multi-scattering (eikonal) formulation which have shown small unitarity correction
of such a kind to the cross sections. Triple pomeron interactions, required by unitarity, are not taken into account in
these calculations and larger unitarity eects are therefore not excluded. Similar considerations were applied to a toy
model, with a Gaussian colour dipole distribution, for the proton.
An application of this model to the inclusive jet production has been considered. A correct asymptotic behaviou
of the dierential cross section for large jet transverse momenta has been found. In this case one must note that in
the BFKL approach already some unitarity correction, which have lead to modify the BFKL equation with a non
linear contribution generating fan diagrams, as well as coherence eects were, for example, invoked. Since the leading
singularity is a pole, the y dependence in the cross section depends on the inclusion of the non-leading states of th
spectrum. Here we calculated the contribution due to the two supercritical pomerons and for a better estimate a much
larger part of the spectrum depending on the energy, should be considered.
The contribution from the whole spectrum have been included in the analysis of the evolution of the gluon density
and of the proton singlet structure function. The initial proton gluon distribution in rapidity has been found by
matching the related singlet structure function. The main problem has been to nd a way to couple the gluon to
the photon taking in account the introduced running of the coupling. A phenomenological approach has been chosen
based on the requirement that for the structure function in the DLLA the analytical asymptotic behaviour should
match the one calculated using the DGLAP quark distributions. The numerical calculations have still shown a steep
increase with decreasing x of the gluon distribution, but with a better behaviour than for a BFKL pomeron.
In the theoretical part of the thesis we deal with the unitarity problem. At the basis of this contribution are th
works of J.Bartels et al. where a program to ensure unitarity requirements has been developed and the analysis of th
0 Conclusions
ower order corrections, up to 4 gluons in the t-channel, started. The idea of studying these corrections in the large
Nc limit, a program initiated by M.Braun, is pursued in order to avoid the otherwise complicated colour structure.
he nice property of this limit is that one does not loose many important features of the underlying interactions and
is also possible to directly compare the obtained results with some recent developments derived in the colour dipole
icture. In particular the system of four gluons has been studied for a non-zero momentum flow in the t channel in the
eading and next-to-leading order in 1=Nc. The solution has been shown to have in general double pomeron exchange
nd triple pomeron interaction contributions. The latter is written in terms of a three point function which is by
self infrared stable and conformal invariant. Following the idea of Bartels and Wuesto it is shown the possibility
f eliminating the DPE terms in the solution so that the unitarity correction to this order may depend only on a
articular three pomeron vertex, plus some single pomeron terms. There is complete agreement with the Bartels et al.
works once the large Nc limit is taken into account. After coupling this vertex to pomerons one can easily compare
he obtained two pomeron amplitude with the double dipole colour density analyzed by R.Peschanski in the standard
ipole picture . One nds a substantial agreement for the triple pomeron interaction form, apart from an asymmetry
actor and the previous mentioned single pomeron terms. The properties of higher order dipole densities, as dened
n the A.H. Mueller formulation of the colour dipole model, are subsequently studied. A picture is found where in the
apidity evolution a pomeron may split into two pomerons, thus leading to a fan diagrams description with only three
omeron vertices involved. The resulting pomeron eective eld theory would hence have a strong signature. Therefore
corresponding analysis is needed in the reggeon approach based on s-channel unitarity. The analysis starting from a
ystem of 5 and 6 reggeized gluons and in general of higher order distributions will show if this picture is correct or
ne has to deal with higher order eective pomeron vertices. In such a case one should also consider extension in the
olour dipole picture, as for example proposed by R.Peschanski. In any case the structure of a possible eective theory
f QCD in the Regge limit will then be strongly restricted.
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2 Conclusions
Appendix A
A.1 Asymptotic behaviour of the wave functions.
A.1.1 The momentum space behaviour










Hence, for Nc = 3, one can write the asymptotic form of the pomeron non-homogeneous equation at high momentum












[(q − q0)2 +m2] ln[(q − q0)2 +m2]
(A.2
where we have put E = (3=b)~ (we consider the case m = m1 for simplicity) Let us study the last (integral) term











d2 (jqj(n + ))
(2 +m2=q2) ln(q22 +m2)
(A.3
with n2 = 1. In the last form it is evident that the leading terms at q !1 come from the integration region of smal
. Then we split the total  space into two parts:  > 0 and  < 0 where 0 is a small number
0 << 1 (A.4
The contributions from these two parts we denote as D1 and D2, respectively. Our rst task is to show that D2 cancel
the kinetic term in (A.2) irrespective of the asymptotics of  (q).
With small enough 0 and for a "good enough"  
 (jqj(n + )) ’  (jqjn) =  (q) (A.5
so that we can take it out of the integral over  in D2. Actually (A.5) is our denition of a "good" function, so tha
we shall have to check if this condition is indeed satised for the found asymptotic  (q).







(q02 +m2) ln(q02 +m2)





As q !1 we assume that also
0q !1 (A.7)
vidently this condition xes the manner in which 0 goes to zero as q turns large. This should be taken into account
when verifying condition (A.4). Then (A.6) gives







2 = ln(ln q2 + ln20)
ut according to (A.7)
ln q2 >> j ln20j
o that we have
ln ln20q
2 = ln ln q2 +
ln20
ln q2
+   
hen our nal result is








he rst term exactly cancels the kinetic energy ( rst) term in the pomeron equation. The correction term in (A.9)
vidently is much smaller than ~ (q), since the factor which multiplies the function  goes to zero in (A.9). So we can
afely neglect it.
As a result, the asymptotic equation becomes
am2 lnm2
q2 ln q2
= ~ (q) +D1 (A.10)





d2q0 (q0)((q − q0)2 − 20q
2)
(q − q0)2 ln(q − q0)2
(A.11)
where we have omitted the m2 terms in the denominator because of (A.7).
We consider the function (q) dened by
(q) =  (q)q2 ln q2 (A.12)
Multiplying (A.10) by q2 ln q2 we nd an equation for 








(q − q0)2 ln(q − q0)2
(A.13)
At this point we make a second assumption. Namely we assume that in the integral term of (A.13) values m <<
<< q give the dominant contribution (as typical for logarithmic integrals). Of course, this assumption is also to
e checked for the nal asymptotics. With this assumption, we can forget about the  function and also put the last
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factor equal to unity in the integral term of (A.13). We obtain

















d ln ln q2
= − (A.16
with a solution






= A(ln q2)−1=~ (A.17













Now we must check that our assumptions are indeed fullled for the found asymptotics.
Let us begin with the second assumption that the values m << q0 << q give the bulk of the contribution to th
integral in (A.13). Evidently, in order that the integral be dominated by large values of q0, it should diverge as q !1
This leads to the condition
E < 0;  > −1 (A.20
So our asymptotics can only be valid for negative energies, that is, for bound states.
Now for the second part of this assumption. To prove that values q0 << q dominate we shall calculate th
contribution from the region q0 >> q and show that it is smaller. The corresponding integral is










In terms of x = ln q02




The integral over x can be developed in an asymptotic series in 1= ln q2:
Z 1
ln q2






+ ( − 1)
Z 1
ln q2
dxx−2 exp(−x) = ::: (A.23
From this we conclude that the integral I has the asymptotics
I = A(ln q2) (A.24
to be compared to the contribution from the region q0 << q which behaves as (ln q2)+1. We see that we have lost on
power of ln q2, so that the region q0 >> q indeed can be neglected.
Now to the assumption (A.5). We have explicitly
 (jqj(n + )) = (A=q2)(n+ )−2(ln q2(n+ )2) =
6(A=q2)(1− 2n− 2 + 4(n)2)(ln q2)(1 + ((2n+ 2)= ln q2) (A.25)
nd it is evident that (A.11) is satised with the behaviour of  as indicated in (A.7). Indeed take   q− with  < 1.
hen q  q1− !1 and all the correcting terms in (A.25) have the order q−.
Note that this does not mean that (A.5) is quite obvious. It is not valid for, say, the exponential function. In fact
we have
exp(aq2(n+ )2) = exp(aq2) exp(aq2(2n+ 2))
nd since q is large the second factor cannot be neglected.
In conclusion, we have veried that our assumptions are fullled and therefore the asymptotics (A.18) is correct
or negative \energies".
A.1.2 The coordinate space behaviour























The rst integral for r ! 0 is nite; on the other hand the second integral results to be not bounded. Infact using
he integration variable y = qr we split the y integration region in two parts, q0r < y < y0  1 and y  y0; dening
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A.2 Two gluons coupling to quark loop for non-zero transfer momentum
Consider a qq loop for the scattering of a virtual photon γ(q)+ :::! γ(q+ l)+ :::, q2 = −Q2. The momentum transfe
l is taken to be purely transversal. We are interested in a multi-discontinuity amplitude so that at the lowest order on
retains at each discontinuity a simple qq state with the quark and antiquark on shell (due to unitarity) and then with
their propagators substituted by the corresponding delta distributions. The calculations are quite straightforward.
For example let us consider the most involved case of a transverse polarized photon and the gluons (with colours a
and a2) coupled one (with momentum q1) to the quark (with momentum k1) and the other to the anti-quark (momenta
q2 and k2 respectively) so that q = k1 + k2. In this case the propagators for the quark with momentum k1 + q1 and
the anti-quark with momentum k2 have to be replaced by the mass-shell conditions.
In the high energy limit only the longitudinal component of the gluons polarization give a contribution. It i







γ?(mf + γ  k1)γ−(mf + γ  (k1 + q1))γ

?(mf − γ  (k2 + q2))γ−(mf − γ  k2)
i
(A.31










where  is dened such that k1 = q−. The propagators contain in the denominator two terms which can be written













D2 = [(k2 + q2)




(1 − )(Q2 + l2) +m2f +
h
(k1 + q1)? − l?
i2o
(A.33
Taking also into account the contribution of the  distributions, 1=4q−(1− ), one easily obtains the full expression
Similar expressions can be obtained for dierent photon polarizations and congurations of gluons.
Thus the calculations give for the function f(1; 2) corresponding to the loop with gluon 1 attached to q and gluon
2 attached to q the following expression












where now we use ki to indicate the transverse momentum vectors of the gluons coupled to the photon.
D = (2 + k2)(21 + (k + k1 − l)
2) (A.35
2 = Q2(1 − ) +m2f ; 
2
1 = (Q
2 + l2)(1 − ) +m2f (A.36
ef and mf are the quark electric charge and mass and the numerator for a transversal photon is
N? = m2f + (
2 + (1− )2)k(k + k1)− 
2kl (A.37
and for a longitudinal photon is
NL = 4Q22(1− )2 (A.38
This expression can be conveniently represented as an integral over the colour dipole density  created by the q















2 + (1− )2)1K1(r)K1(1r)−
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A.3 Coordinate representation of the non-forward G function
For the non-forward direction a function G(k1; k2; k3) can be dened by a natural generalization of the infrared stabl
function introduced by J.Bartels [20]:
G(k1; k2; k3) = −g
2NcW2(k1; k2; k3)
−D(k1; k2 + k3)(!(k2)− !(k2 + k3))−D(k1 + k2; k3)(!(k2)− !(k1 + k2)) (A.41
where D(k1; k2) is the amputated BFKL function with the gluon momenta k1 and k2; !(k) is the gluon trajectory
and W2(k1; k2; k3) is the 2 ! 3 vertex integrated with the function D. A graphical representation of the function
G, following the notation introduced by Bartels, has been given in Fig. 14. G can be presented as a sum of prope
(integral) G1 and improper (terms with !) G2 parts which, by denition, are given by
G2(k1; k2; k3) = −D(k1; k2 + k3)(!(k2)− !(k2 + k3))−D(k1 + k2; k3)(!(k2)− !(k1 + k2)) (A.42
and

















(q1 − k1)2(q3 − k3)2
−





















where the gluon mass m is a regularization parameter (to be set to zero in the infrared nite expressions).
We shall consider the Fourier transform









kjrj)G(k1; k2; k3) (A.45















Let us start by considering the terms (four) which appear in the proper part (A.43) and which will be denoted a











kjrj − iq11 − iq33) (A.48
0After the substitution (k2 + k3)
2 ! −(@2 + @3)2, 1=q23 ! −@
−2
3 and k2 − q2 ! k2 (all operators @ refer to coordinate








exp(ik1r1 + ik3r3 + i(q3 − k3 + k2)r2 − i(k1 + k2)1 − iq33)@
−2
3 D(1; 3) (A.49)
ntegrations over k1, k3 and q3 give (2)
22(r1−1), (2)22(r1−r3) and (2)22(r2−3) respectively and the remaining




exp ik2(r2 − 1) = 2(c − ln jr2 − 1j); m! 0; (A.50)
where
c = ln(2=m) +  (1) (A.51)







3 D(r1; r3) (A.52)
Here and in the following rij = ri − rj . Note that the operator @2 + @3 does not act on the -function. Its action on









3 D(r1; r3) (A.53)








1 D(r1; r3) (A.54)










kjrj − iq11 − iq33) (A.55)
As usual we substitute k22 ! −@
2











exp(i(k1 + q1)r1 + i(k3 + q3)r3 − i(k1 + k3)r2 − iq11 − iq33) (A.56)
he integrals over q1 and q3 give (2)
22(r1 − 1) and (2)22(r3 − 3) respectively. The two integrals over k1 and k3




@22(c− ln r12)(c − ln r23)D(r1; r3) (A.57)
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kjrj − iq11 − iq33) (A.59











3 D(r1; r3) (A.60
Since the sum
P3
i=1 @i does not act on the two - functions, we can transfer the rst operator to the right and not








3 D(r1; r3) (A.61
A.3.2 Improper part






kjrj − ik11 − i(k2 + k3)3) (A.62




In this form it is clear that the contribution can be split into a sum of two independent part, a holomorphic one acting
on r’s and an antiholomorphic one acting on r’s. However this expression is dicult to analyze as to its conforma
properties, due to the fact that the operator ! is applied to the -function, that is, to both D and a function which i
to be integrated with G
A convenient alternative form for G21 is obtained by means of integration over k1 and k3 in (A.62)




eik2r23!(k2) = −~!(r23)D(r1; r3) (A.64
where ~!(r) is just the Fourier transform of !(k).
A useful relation, similar to (A.50),Z
d2r
r2 + 2
eikr = 2(c1 − ln k) ; c1 = ln(2=) +  (1) (A.65
















c1 − lnm = c− ln  (A.67






+ 2(ln − c)2(r)
i
(A.68)
t also follows that the right-hand side of (A.68) does not, in fact, depend on . Evidently the term with ln  serves to






+ 2 ln 2(r); ! 0; (A.69)








he same result could be obtained directly by Fourier transforming the integral representation of !(k) but in this way







− 2c2(r23))D(r1; r3) (A.71)







− 2c2(r12))D(r1; r3) (A.72)
Improper terms 2 and 4 are calculated in a simpler manner. In fact we have
G22 = −
Z
d(k)d()!(k2 + k3)D(1; 3) exp(i
3X
j=1
kjrj − ik11 − i(k2 + k3)3) (A.73)
n this case we can substitute !(k2 + k3) by an operator !(−i@3) acting on D. After that all integrations are trivially
one and we obtain
G22 = 
2(r23)!(−i@3)D(r1; r3) (A.74)
nd in a similar manner
G24 = 
2(r12)!(−i@1)D(r1; r3) (A.75)
A.3.3 Infrared stable pieces
et us see how to combine dierent proper and improper terms in order to obtain expressions which do not depend on
m and so are infrared nite. There are three infrared nite combinations.
Summing G11 and G22 we nd














Here we have used the explicit expression for ! in the momentum space and also used the notation k3 for the operator
−i@3 acting in coordinate space. The important point is that the terms with lnm have cancelled in the sum, so that
he expression is infrared nite. Note that the expression in the brackets is a half of the Hamiltonian for the two gluons
with a minus sign). It represents the Hamiltonian of the gluon 3 in interaction with the gluon 1 considered as an
xternal source.
The other half of the Hamiltonian appears in the sum G12 and G24, for which we also nd an infrared nite
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expression














The rest of the terms give an expression


















It is also infrared nite since all the lnm terms cancel. One has only to remember that the singularities of the las
term at r12 = 0 and r23 = 0 have to be regularized, if necessary, according to the prescription (A.69).
4A.4 Some useful relations in graphical notation.
We introduce in the following a graphical notation in order to easily derive some relations involving the elementary
eggeized gluons (see also in [29] for the analytical counterpart). A line will denote a reggeized gluon momentum,
line split a dependence in the sum of the momenta corresponding to the lines, the squares the interaction vertices
ened in (3.2)-(3.4) and a small circle the contribution of a Regge trajectory (if more than one is present a sum of all
he possible one-circle graphs is meant). In Fig. A.1 we show the vertices with their explicit denition, related to the
! 2, 2 ! 3 and 2 ! 4 transitions in (a), (b) and (c) respectively, and in Fig. A.2 a possible representation of the
ootstrap condition.
It is simple to check the validity of the relation (3.33) which was needed to calculate the triple pomeron vertex Z.
he steps are shown in Fig. A.3 and depend exclusively on the repeated application of the relation (b) of Fig. A.1.
he relation in line (a) is directly derived by applying on W (4; 1; 3) (rst term in the rhs) this relation with the indices
123) ! (413). In (b) and (c) in a similar manner other useful relations are derived and, applying them to (a), one
nds in (d) the identity (3.33).
Let us show in this graphical representation how to apply the bootstrap condition, giving the proof that the solution
f eq. (3.11) is in fact the expression (3.13). The proof is based on the reduction, by means of the bootstrap, of the
quation for the 3 gluon system to the equation for two gluon in the singlet state, i.e. a BFKL non-homogeneous
quation. Precisely one is able to show this for an equation with an inhomogeneous term which is a part of the one
resent in (3.11) so one completes the solution by applying the linearity of the equation. Therefore we decompose the
econd inhomogeneous term D2!3 in a sum of three terms as in D30 and study one of the three similar equations,
orresponding to the case with D20(1) and the third and fourth terms in the decomposition of D2!3 given in Fig.
A.4.a.
We can now easily check that the solution of the resulting equation (Fig. A.4.b) is given in fact by D
(1)
3 =
−D2(1; 2 + 3). With this substitution the equation is represented in Fig. A.4.c for the D2. On applying the bootstrap
ondition one has the relation in Fig. A.4.d and in Fig. A.4.e two relations are derived from Fig. A.1.b. Substituting
hese identities in the relation of Fig. A.4.c one nally obtains for d2 the equation in Fig. A.4.f which is the expected
FKL equation.



















Figure A.1: Graphical representation of the elementary vertices.
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Figure A.2: Graphical representation of the bootstrap condition.
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Figure A.4: Proof of the relation (3.13).
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